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MOTTO 
“For each one are successive (angels) before and behind him who 
protect him by the decree of Allah. Indeed, Allah will not change 
the condition of a people until they change what is in themselves, 
and when Allah intends for a people ill, there is no repelling it. 
And there is not for them besides Him any patron.” 
(Ar Ra’d:11 ) 
 
“Jika kamu tidak kuat menanggung lelahnya belajar maka kamu akan 
menanggung perihnya kebodohan” 
 (Imam  Syafi’i) 
 
“Aku melihat manusia, setiap mereka memiliki rumah dan tempat bernaung. 
Dana ku melihat tempat tinggal ku adalah kubur. Maka segala sesuatu yang aku 
sanggupi dari kebaikan, aku persembahkan dia bagi diri ku untuk memakmurkan 
kuburku.” 
(Hatim Al-Ashamm rahimahullahu) 
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ABSTRACT 
Ummi Safiah. 2017. An Analysis of Directive Speech Acts of Teacher’s Utterance 
in Teaching English at the Seventh Grade of MTs N Tinawas,Nogosari in 
Academic Year 2016/2017. Thesis. English Education Study Program, Islamic 
Education and Teacher Training Faculty, The State Institute of Surakarta. 
 
Advisor : Dr. Rochmat Budi Santoso, S.Pd., M.Pd. 
Key words    : Classroom Interaction, Teacher Talk, Strategies of Speech Acts, 
Directive Speech Acts. 
 
This research was conducted to describe the speech acts used by the 
teacher to utter the directive speech act and the strategies to utter directive speech 
act used by teacher in teaching English.  
This research was descriptive qualitative research with pragmatic 
approach. The subject of this research was an English teacher who taught seventh 
grade of MTs N Tinawas. The researcher did observation and interview to collect 
the data. The researcher did some step proposed by Miles and Huberman (1994) 
to analyze the data, namely; data reduction, data display, conclusion drawing and 
verification. The researcher used Searle’s directive speech acts theory, namely; 
command, request, suggestion, and forbidden. The researcher also used Parker’s 
speech act strategies theory, namely; direct literal speech act, direct non-literal 
speech act, indirect literal speech act, and indirect non-literal speech act. 
The result of this research showed that from 159 teacher’s utterances, 20 
data of them was identified as command, 140 data as request (98 data as 
interrogative, 37 data as declarative, and 5 data as modal auxiliaries), 10 data as 
suggestion, and 2 data as forbidden. It meant 12.57% command, 88.044% request, 
6.28% suggestion, and 1.25% forbidden. Request was dominant since the teacher 
often used imperative to get his students to do something. All of those utterances 
used directness and literalness strategies. The researcher found 3 strategies used 
by the teacher. It showed 95 data (59.74%) as direct literal speech act, 65 data 
(40.88%) as indirect non-literal speech act, and 4 data (2.51%) as indirect non-
literal speech act. The direct literal was dominant strategy used by the teacher to 
utter the directive speech act. Based on analysis directive speech act and speech 
act strategies used by the teacher, the researcher expected that the teacher should 
use English as much as possible during teaching and learning process. 
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 CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
Human used language in daily life. In teaching English, students 
can develop their skills for expressing their thoughts, feelings, and 
experiences using spoken or written English. Language is also used for 
communication in teaching and learning process in the classroom in which 
students are as the hearers and teacher is as speaker. Communication 
between teacher and students are key point to perform an effective 
learning. The teacher must create communication effectively to manage 
the class. It is a process of transformation message like knowledge from 
the teacher toward the students where they will understand the teacher’s 
intention. In teaching English, communication is very important to 
understand the speaker’s mean. Communication will avoid the 
missunderstanding between the teacher and the students. It makes learning 
easier, helps students achieve goals, increases opportunities for expanded 
learning, strengthens the connection between student and teacher, and 
creates an overall positive experience. 
In the classroom, when the teacher produce an utterance, the 
students can understand the teacher’s intended meanings, assumptions, 
goals, and the kinds of action (request, refusal, agreement, disagreement, 
thanking, apologizing, etc). The communication will success if the 
students understand the meaning and the aim of utterances in relationship 
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to the context and the teacher’s intention. When we talk about utterance, it 
is related with speech acts. Speech acts are proposed by two language 
philosopher named John Austin and John Searle. In the classroom, 
learning of pragmatics meaning of utterances contain imperative for 
persuading. For example: “Let’s read the text together”. Speech acts are 
actions performed via utterances (Yule, 1996: 47).  There are five kind of 
action such representatives, directives, commissives, expressive, and 
declaratives. Directives are one of types of speech acts commonly happen 
in communication between the speaker and hearer to do something.   
People use English in various fields such as education, technology, 
social, politics, economy and culture. Education in Indonesia related with 
the curriculum. Curriculum is an important aspect to be considered in 
education. Thornbury (2006: 60) says curriculum of an educational 
organization refers to the whole complex of ideological, social and 
administrative factors which contribute to the planning of its teaching 
programmes. Curriculum 2013 (K-13) has been applied since 2013 in 
Indonesia.  In 2013 curriculum, teacher is a facilitator for the students in 
teaching and learningprocess. Teacher’s ability or pedagogy is also needed 
to teach English effectively, so the students will reach their achievement. 
Teachers only have a chance to develop teaching and learning process 
without any burden in designing the syllabus. 
One of the requirements in curriculum is lesson plan. The Minister 
of National Education Regulation Number 103 Year 2014 about 
Curriculum 2013 Study Guide for Elementary School and Secondary 
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Scholl stated that are six crucial aspects that must be considered in 
designing K-13 lesson plan; they are main competence and basic 
competence, indicator of standard competence achievement, material, 
resource, teaching activity, and assessment. In lesson plan, Kemdikbud 
(2013), Curriculum 2013 applies scientific approach such observing, 
questioning, experimenting/exploring, associating and communicating. It 
is related with speech acts especially in teacher’s utterance.  
The first activity in scientific approach is observation. In this 
activity, the teacher gives students opportunity to do observation. The 
observation can be done through reading, listening, or seeing the object. 
The teacher facilitates the students to do observation and train the students 
to observe theimportant things from the object. For example, the teacher 
produce request utterance such teacher requires the students to observe 
the video which is showed in the projector. The second activity is question 
such ask, give feedback, expressidea. For example, the teacher produce 
statement utterance such the teacher give occasion to the students to 
submit a questionconcerning with the material had been observed. The 
third activity is experiment/explore. It is an activity to critical thinking, 
discuss, doing experiment. For example, the teacher produces command 
utterance such the teacher commands the students to discuss the material 
with their each group. The fourth activity is Association. It is theprocess of 
analyzing the information to find the relationship one information to other 
information and tofind the patterns of inter-relationship of the information 
so that one can make conclusion from the patterns found.For example, the 
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teacher produce request utterance such the teacher requires the students to 
describe the picture with their analysis or opinion. The last activity is 
communication. It is the ability to conclude the facts that have been 
observed and experimented. For example:  the teacher produce request 
utterance such the teacher requires the student to give a suggestion or 
commentary to other student in different group. 
From the explanation above, the researcher interested to analyze 
directive speech acts. The implementation of teaching English is realized 
in classroom. In teaching English, teacher will produce some utterances 
above in order to convey the materials. Teacher’s effort is very important 
to guide the students to understand the material. Teacher use the language 
for variety of reasons such as request, command, order, informing, asking 
etc. Teacher should concern about the meaning of his/her utterances in 
delivering the material lessons to the students or in making a successful 
conversation in the classroom activities. The classroom speech acts 
determine the quality of verbal interaction in the classroom. The 
relationship of learning and language is the core of approaches to 
education. 
In pre-research, the researcher observed student class 7F of MTs N 
Tinawas, it was found several utterances when the teacher performed 
directive speech acts. It happened before the teacher began to teach, the 
teacher checked the cleanliness of class. Example the utterance of teacher: 
The floor is dirty, please put the rubbish and throw away into the 
dustbin 
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The researcher also interviewed with Mr. Edi as English teacher 
who teach at seventh grade MTs N Tinawas. He says when he teaching in 
class, he uses directive speech acts. He also says that using of directive 
utterance is very important however it is related to simply something. 
Simple utterances can change the attitude of students to be better than 
before. It can change the bad habit of students. The students’ awareness 
about the comfortable class is very important to their teaching and learning 
process. Example: 
The whiteboard is dirty, students please erase the whiteboard! 
The situation above shows that the teacher use directive speech 
acts in form of order to students doing action. The students will do the 
activity that is ordered by the teacher. Mr. Edi as the English teacher at the 
grade seventh often uses directive utterances in classroom.  
Because of that, the researcher intends to analyze the utterance of 
teacher in class especially in Directive utterance. This research focuses 
analysis the form of directive speech acts such as request, command, 
forbidden and suggestion. 
The researcher chooses MTs N of Tinawas as the subject of 
research. This school is one of favorite Islamic school around Nogosari. It 
is located in  Rembun, Nogosari, Boyolali, Central Java. This school has 
English Club which can increase the students’ ability in learning English. 
The students do English Club every Tuesday and Saturday after the 
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teaching and learning process has been finished. The participant in English 
Club is the students in seventh and eighth grade. 
The researcher takes a seventh grade because they are fresh 
students at level Junior school. The range of age Junior High School 
students varies between twelve to fifteen years old. They are in the process 
of changing from children to adult. When the teacher produces an 
utterance, he tries to grow the students’ awareness about the important of 
attitude for their future. The teacher gives instruction easily. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher intends to study a 
problem dealing with the teacher’s utterance entitled“ AN ANALYSIS 
OF DIRECTIVE SPEECH ACTS OF TEACHER’S UTTERANCE  
IN TEACHING ENGLISH AT THE SEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS 
OF MTs N TINAWAS NOGOSARI IN ACADEMIC YEAR 
2016/2017 ”. 
B. Problem Identification 
According to the background above, directive is one of important 
thing in conversation especially in teaching and learning English. The 
misunderstandings happen because learners tend to have difficulties in 
understanding speakers meaning. Directive acts is very important because 
the hearer will know what the speaker’s talk about. In classroom, the 
teacher often uses directive utterances in uttering his/her utterance toward 
the students to do something directly. 
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From the explanation above, the researcher identifies some 
problems: 
1. What are the teacher and students active doing communication? 
2. How is the communication between teacher and students in teaching 
English? 
3. How is the teacher implementing his/her role to manage the class? 
4. How important is teaching speech act to foreign language learners? 
5. What are principles in teaching speech act? 
6. What activities can be applied in teaching speech act? 
7. What is the directive speech acts delivered by teacher in teaching 
English? 
8. How the directive utterance is delivered by the English teacher? 
 
C. Problem Limitation 
The theory of speech acts adopted in this study is the theory 
proposed by Searle. Searle’s theory focuses on the basis of illocutionary 
acts. They are representative, directive, expressive, commissive and 
declaration. This study is limited to the utterance of the teacher related 
with directive speech acts and the speech act strategies used by English 
teacher  in English teaching-learning process at the seventh grade of MTs 
N Tinawas. The researcher limited in directive speech act because the 
utterances was produced directly. In teaching process, the understand the 
lesson easily if the teacher’s intended was produced clearly, directly. The 
researcher limited seventh grade because in this level, the teacher 
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dominant produced the utterances in class. The researcher selected one 
teacher who teaches in seventh grade. 
D. Formulation of theProblem 
The research problem of the study is formulated as follows: 
1. What kinds of directive speech acts used by the teacher in teaching 
English at the seventh grade MTs N Tinawas?  
2. What are the teacher’s strategies to utter the directive speech acts in 
teaching English at the seventh grade MTs N Tinawas? 
 
E. The Objective of the Study 
1. To describe the type of directive speech acts used by the teacher in 
teaching English at the seventh grade MTs N Tinawas. 
2. To describe the teacher’s strategies to utter the directive speech acts in 
teaching English at the seventh grade MTs N Tinawas. 
 
F. The Benefit of the Study 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
This research is conducted as the support of speech acts theory 
in the development of linguistic theories. In addition, hopefully this 
study will be beneficial for the other researchers for organizing a 
research in the term of pragmatics study especially in directive speech 
acts. 
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2. Practical Benefit 
a. English Teacher 
Teacher is one of main character in process teaching and 
learning. A good teacher should know how to arrange learning 
material appropriate with the students’ need. Hopefully, this 
research will be meaningful for the teacher especially English 
teacher to recognize their types of directive speech acts in the way 
they deliver to the students. 
b. The Students 
From this research, the students would comprehend the 
kinds of directive speech acts that are used by their teacher so that 
they would be more easily to adjust with the teacher’s utterance not 
only to grasp the material transmitted but also to be connected with 
them including in the communication. 
c. The Readers 
For each educator who read this research, hopefully it can 
bring enlightenment and information concerning in directive 
speech act used by the teacher. 
G. The  Key Terms 
1. Utterance  
A unit of analysis in speech which has been defined in various 
ways but most commonly as a sequence of words within a single 
person’s turn at talk that falls under a single intonation contour. 
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Utterances may sometimes consist of more than one sentence, but 
more commonly consist of stretches of speech shorter than sentences 
(Richards and Schmitd, 2002: 573). 
2. Directives  
Directives are all attempts by the speaker to get the hearer to do 
something (Coulthard, 1985: 24). 
3. Teacher’s Talk 
Richards and Schmidt (2002) says that variety oflanguage 
sometimes used by teachers when they are in the process of teaching. 
In tryingto communicate with learners, teachers often simplify their 
speech, giving it many ofthe characteristics of foreigner talk and other 
simplified styles of speech addressed tolanguage learners” 
4. Teaching English 
Thornbury (2006: 74), English is a foreign language for 
learners in whose community English is not the usual language of 
communication. They may be learning English as a school subject, or 
for travel, business, or academic purposes. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED THEORIES 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Teaching English as a Foreign Language 
Teaching deals with guiding and facilitating learning, enabling 
the learner to learn, and setting the conditions for learning (Brown, 
2000:7). Teaching is the activity of organizing student activities and 
providing good learning facilities so that the students can learn well. 
Teacher is a kind of professional job, like other jobs, a teacher has 
many dutties and responsibilities. Many teachers said that being a 
teacher is close to the soul and hard to define. Otherwise, many people 
also said that a teacher is just like a gardener who plants seeds and 
watches then grow. According to Cambridge International Dictionary 
of English, teaching means to give (someone) knowledge or to instruct 
or train, and Longman Dictionary of Contemporary gives definition for 
teaching as to ‘show somebody how to do something’ or to ‘change 
somebody’s idea’. 
Everyone agrees that the subject ‘English’ is vitally important 
and typically it is described as the most important of all school 
subjects, principally because reading, writing, speaking and listening 
are needed to a greater or lesser degree in every other school subject, 
and for adult life. Studies of L2/FL (Foreign Language) classroom 
teaching began in the 1960s, driven by the need to evaluate the 
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effectiveness of the various FL teaching methodologies, with the aim 
of identifying the best methodology (Simpson, 2011: 274).  
Thornbury (2006: 74), English is a foreign language for 
learners in whose community English is not the usual language of 
communication. They may be learning English as a school subject, or 
for travel, business, or academic purposes. The instruction of English 
as a foreign language may occur in any country, whether English 
speaking or not. In most countries, English as a foreign language is 
part of the educational curriculum, particularly in state schools. 
Harmer (2001: 68) states that English language teaching has been 
influenced by a whole range of theories ranging from scientific studies 
to opinioned conjecture, from descriptions of what ‘seems to work’ to 
philosophical beliefs. Sometimes the connections between such 
theories and particular teaching methods are easy to perceive, but at 
other times they are less clear. 
In Indonesia, English has become one of the compulsory 
subjects taught in Junior and Senior High Schools. English is 
considered as one important foreign language that should be acquired 
by Indonesians for many reasons, such as for education and economic 
development. In the school, the participant in classroom is the students 
and the teacher. 
From the explanation above, English is very important to 
support the students knowing other language. Teaching may reflect 
what a teacher’s function and role in supporting a better life for people. 
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2. Key Classroom Teaching Qualities 
An analysis of teaching qualities by the Organization for 
Economic Co-operation a Development (OECD, 1994) in Kyriacou 
(2009: 78) focused on five key dimensions: 
a. Knowledge or substantive curriculum content. 
b. Pedagogic skills involved in the ability to use a repertoire of 
teaching strategies. 
c. Reflection on one’s own teaching and the ability to be self-
critical. 
d. Emphaty in acknowledging the dignity of others. 
e. Managerial competence within and outside the classroom. 
Furthermore, the aspects of effective classroom teaching, 
there are appear to be 10 qualities that have been consistently 
referred to by Ofsted (1995) in Kyriacou (2009): 
a. The teacher has good subject knowledge. 
b. The teacher has high expectations for pupil’s work. 
c. The work is challenging for pupils. 
d. The teacher has established good relations with pupils. 
e. The teacher manages the class well. 
f. The lesson is well planned. 
g. The teacher adopts a variety of teaching methods, including 
ICT. 
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h. The needs of the different ability groups within the class are 
catered for. 
i. The teacher makes good use of a variety of questioning 
techniques. 
j. Classroom dialogues are used to extend pupils’ thinking. 
From the explanation above, teacher is one of key success 
classroom in teaching English. Teacher’s ability is influence the 
teaching and learning process. Qualities of teacher’s ability such they 
have comprehensive skill, they must fluent in speak English, they must 
understand all material, they must have good pedagogical skill, they 
must implement good strategy in teaching English, etc.  
 
3. Classroom Interaction 
According to Richards and Schmitd (2002: 74) define 
classroom interaction as the patterns of verbal and non-verbal 
communication and the types of social relationships which occur 
within classrooms. Tsui (1995: 6) says that classroom interaction is co-
operative effort among participants in which each participant 
contributes in determining the direction and outcome of the interaction. 
In other word, when the teacher acts an action, so the students are also 
expected to react the teachers’ action. Teacher and students should be 
active to give the contribution in classroom interaction. 
Chaudron (1988:10) stated that interaction is viewed as 
significant because it is argued that: 
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a. Only through interaction, the learner can decompose the TL 
structures and derive meaning from classroom events. 
b. Interaction gives learners the opportunities to incorporate TL 
structures intotheir own speech (the scaffolding principles) and 
c. The meaningfulness for learners of classroom events of any kind, 
whetherthought of as interactive or not will depend on the extent to 
whichcommunication has been jointly constructed between the 
teacher and learners. 
From the explanation above, classroom interaction is different 
in form and function from language used in other situations because of 
the particular social roles students and teachers have in classrooms and 
the kinds of activities the usually carry out there. Education related 
with the activities of teaching and learning process involves interaction 
between teacher and students as channels of realizing its objectives. 
Interaction occur everyone in teaching and learning process. It is 
managed by everyone, not only by the teacher in the classroom but 
also the students. The interaction is usually used to express their ideas 
together.  
  
4. Teacher’s Talk 
a. Definition of Teacher’s Talk 
The kind of language used by the teacher forinstruction in 
the classroom is known as teacher talk (TT). For this term, 
LongmanDictionary of Language Teaching and Applied 
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Linguistics defines it as “that variety oflanguage sometimes used 
by teachers when they are in the process of teaching. In tryingto 
communicate with learners, teachers often simplify their speech, 
giving it many ofthe characteristics of foreigner talk and other 
simplified styles of speech addressed tolanguage learners” 
(Richards and Schmidt, 2002: 543).As Nunan (1991) points out: 
“Teacher talk is of crucialimportance, not only for the organization 
of the classroom but also for the processes ofacquisition. It is 
important for the organization and management of the 
classroombecause it is through language that teachers either 
succeed or fail in implementing theirteaching plans. In terms of 
acquisition, teacher talk is important because it is probablythe 
major source of comprehensible target language input the learner is 
likely toreceive.” 
Studying the instructor’s classroom speech has been in the 
focus of attention for several reasons. Firstly, teacher talk is the 
major source of comprehensible target language input in the 
instructed language learning environment, thus it plays an integral 
role not only in the organization of the classroom but also in the 
processes of acquisition (Nunan, 1991: 189). Allwright  Bailey in 
Szendroi (2010) Secondly, empirical data obtained in EFL settings 
suggest that teachers dominate classroom speech; on average 
teacher talk accounts for between one half and three quarters of the 
talking done in foreign language classrooms. In the major part of 
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the language lesson teachers dominate classroom speech by using 
the I–R–F framework (teacher’s initiation – student’s reply – 
teacher’s feedback/follow-up) which results in twice as many 
teacher utterances as students’. 
In addition, according to Flanders (1960) in Simpson 
(2011: 274), Flanders’ Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC) 
classifies classroom talk into teacher talk and student talk. Teacher 
talk is further categorized according to whether the teacher is 
exerting direct or indirect influence on students’ behavior, whereas 
student talk is further categorized into predictable and 
unpredictable responses. 
b. Type of Teacher’s Talk 
Type of teacher talk only divided in two categories, 
Kryspin & Feldhusen in Aniwijayanti (2016: 15) explain that 
teacher’s talk has two branches of type, they are: 
1) Direct Teacher’s Talk 
As Flanders cited in Kryspin, direct teacher is the use of 
straight forward, explicit teaching techniques and it represent 
and the teacher’s direct talk can be categorized into three, as 
follows: 
a) Lecturing 
Lecturing is giving facts or opinion about content or 
procedure with his-own ideas, asking rhetorical question. 
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b) Giving Directions 
Directions, commands, or orders to which a student 
is expected to comply. 
c) Criticizing or Justifying Authority 
Statements intended to change student behavior 
from non-acceptable to acceptable pattern; bawling 
someone out; stating why the teacher is doing what he is 
doing; extremely self-reference. 
 
2) Indirect Teacher’s Talk 
Flanders cited in Kryspin, the indirect teacher talk is 
divided into four categories, the four categories represent the 
teacher’s indirect influence, as follows: 
a) Accepts Feeling 
Accepts and clarifies the feeling tone of the students 
in a non-threatening manner. Feeling may be positive or 
negative. Predicting or recalling feeling is included. 
b) Praises or Encourages 
Praises or encourage student actions or behavior. 
Jokes that release tension, not at expense of another 
individual, nodding head or saying “um hum?” or“go on” 
are included. 
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c) Accepts or Uses Ideas of Students 
It is Clarifying, building, or developing ideas 
suggested by a student. as a teacher bring more of his own 
ideas into play, shift to category five. 
d) Ask Questions 
Ask a question about content or procedure with the 
intent that a student answers. 
To sum up, teacher talk is one of the sources of language 
inputs that students get in the classroom. Teacher talk is a speech 
used by the teacher in order to deliver lessons in the class. It is a 
vital aspect of classroom based language teaching and learning 
since it is one of the main resources of language input for the 
learners. 
5. The Role of Teacher in Teaching English 
Harmer (2007: 25) says there are five important roles of teacher 
as follows: 
a. Controller  
As controller, the teacher usually stands at the front of the 
class dictates everything that happens. There will be little chance 
for learners to take much responsibility for their own learning, in 
other words for them to have agency. 
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b. Prompter 
The teacher has to encourage the students, push them to 
achieve more and feed in a bit of information or language to help 
them. 
c. Assessors 
The teacher must be able to know the students English 
ability and give them grade based on their performance in the class. 
d. Resource  
The teacher has to to give information about what they are 
learning in the class well. 
e. Tutor 
As a language tutor, the teacher needs to respond to what 
the learners are doing and advises them or what to do next. 
To sum up, the important role of teacher in class in how they 
manage the class. teacher play important roles in relation to their 
students’ success in learning English, their roles are varied and should 
be carried out dynamically according to the needs of teaching-learning 
process.  
6. Speech Acts 
The modern study of speech acts begins with Austin’s (1962) 
engaging monograph How to Do Things with Words, the published 
version of his William James Lectures delivered at Havard in 1955 
(Horn and Ward, 2006: 54).  
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Griffiths (2006: 148) explains speech acts can be done in 
writing, not only in speaking. The point of Austin’s lectures was, in 
fact, that every normal utterance has both a descriptive and an effective 
aspect: that saying something is also doing something (Horn and 
Ward, 2006: 54). Yule (1996: 47) states that speech act is action 
performed via utterances. An important concept for SLA which was 
originated in the field of philosophy(Searle 1969) is that language use 
accomplishes speaker goals by means of utterances which request 
something, apologize, promise, deny,express emotion, compliment, 
complain, and so forth. Utterances whichfulfill such functions are 
called speech acts (Saville and Troike, 2006: 167).  
Searle in Portner (2005: 192) distinguishes three kinds of acts 
which can be associated with any utterance: 
a. The Locutionary Act 
The utterance of certain sounds, in a certain linguistic 
system (of sound and form), expressing a particular proposition. 
 Example: 
 Rabbit is a pet 
The utterances above have a literal meaning based on the 
locutionary act theory. The utterances above just only say in literal 
meaning and there is no other aim. 
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b. The Illocutionary Act 
The illocutionary act is the communicative action which the 
speaker intends to perform by getting the hearer to understand that 
this is his (the speaker’s) intention. Example: 
 I promise you that I will come to your home tonight. 
 Open your book, Please! 
From the examples above is not only saying something but 
also doing something. The first sentence means not only gives 
information about the promise, but also ask the hearer to prepare 
something related to the speaker’s coming. The second sentence is 
not only says something, but also commands the hearer to open the 
book. The speaker wants to the hearer doing something. 
c. The Perlocutionary Act 
The perlocutionary act is the effect which the speaker 
brings about by means of the locutionary and illocutionary acts.  
To sum up, the researcher take a point that speech act is what 
the speaker say something via their utterance, they also doing 
something. People not only produce utterances containing grammatical 
structures and words, but they also perform action via those utterances. 
In interaction, the speaker has an intention meaning in the utterance 
which is recognized by the hearer based on the context of situation in 
which the utterance is produced. 
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7. Directive Speech Acts 
Directive utterances are those in which the speaker tries to get 
the addressee to perform some act or refrain from performing an act. A 
directive utterance is prospective; one cannot tell other people to do 
something in the past. Like other kinds of utterances, a directive 
utterance presupposes certain conditions in the addressee and in the 
context of situation (Kreidler, 1998: 190). Cutting (2002: 17) classifies 
directive utterances such as commanding, requesting, suggesting and 
forbidding. To sum up, the kind of directive utterances in this research 
focuses as follows: 
a. Request 
Request is an expression of what the speaker wants the 
addressee to do or refrain from doing. A request does not assume 
the speaker’s control over the person addressed (Kreidler, 1998: 
190). Asking, praying, pleading, entreating and inviting are similar 
to requesting, although they are slightly different from each other. 
The following are the types of request that usually used: 
1) The Interrogative Sentence-types 
Requests can be marked by using interrogative sentence 
types (Sadock in Kreidler, 1998: 190). In the same line, Leech 
(1983) stated interrogative sentence has the meaning of 
questioning in request. They are either Yes/No questions or 
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WH-questions. Yes/No interrogatives are questions that can be 
answered with a yes or no response and Wh-interrogatives 
sentences begin with a wh-word and call for an open-ended 
answer. A yes or no answer is not appropriate for these 
questions. The following examples are: 
a) Have you a car? (yes/no question). 
b) Do you have an extra piece of paper? (yes/no question). 
c) Do you have some money? (yes/no question). 
d) Why don’t you cook for dinner? (Wh-question). 
Several examples show that utterance (a) has a question 
force; utterance (b) requesting a piece of paper; utterance (c) 
needs a request for some money; whereas utterance (d) has the 
illocutionary force of requesting for cooking for dinner (Leech, 
1983). 
2) The Declarative Sentence-types 
Request can be marked by using declarative sentence-
types (Leech, 1983). In addition, Palmer (1986) mentions that 
declarative include type statements that command. It means the 
term “command” used to refer request. The following examples 
are: 
a) I am hungry. (A request for some food) 
b) This soup needs some salt. (A request for some salt) 
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c) It is cold here. (A request for closing the door or the 
window) 
d) You won’t drive the car, will you? (A request for not 
driving the car) 
In utterance (d) the taq-question has been used to 
confirm what is said in the first part of the utterance and its 
function is to make the request more tactful (Leech, 1983). 
3) Modal Auxiliaries 
Austin (1962) says that modal auxiliaries can be used 
for expressing the speech act of requesting. The following 
examples tell different realizations of this type of politeness in 
request: 
a) Could you help me to move this table? 
b) Can you pour the tea into a cup? 
c) Will you get me a pillow? 
d) May I borrow your pen? 
e) Would you help me? 
f) Wouldn’t you take me to the airport? 
When the speaker used the modal auxiliary verb “can” 
means that the speaker is asking whether he is able to do the 
action or not. Can is used to make basic requests from a friend 
or co-worker. It is often used for small things. Can you is often 
used informally. It usually sounds less polite than could you or 
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would you. May is used in request that little more formal than 
could. In addition, using the past tense form “would” or 
“could” means the speaker makes his request more tactful and 
polite. In a polite request, could have a present or future 
meaning, not a past meaning. The meaning of “would you” and 
“will you” in a polite request is the same. Would you is more 
common and is often considered more polite. 
b.  Command  
Command is the speaker’s utterance to give an authoritative 
or peremptory order. The utterances said by the speaker are the 
requirement for the hearer to do the action. Example: 
 Open the door! 
 Sweep the floor! 
c. Forbidden 
Forbidden is utterance that account as an attempt by the 
speaker toward the hearer not to do certain action. Example: 
 Don’t come late in the class. 
 Don’t be lazy. 
d. Suggestion 
Suggestion is the utterance to suggest means the utterances 
said by the speaker to bring an idea to the hearer mind so that the 
hearer would do an action based on the idea. Suggestion is the 
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utterance we make to other persons to give our opinions as to what 
they should or should not do. Example: 
 I advise you to be prompt; I warn you not to be late. 
 We suggest you should pay more attention to what you’re 
doing. 
To sum up, from the all explanation we know that directive 
speech act is the utterances produced by the speaker to the hearer to get 
something to do. Directive speech act has 4 types there are request, 
command, forbidden and suggestion. 
8. Strategies of Speech Act 
According to Wijana (2009: 126), delivering purpose in 
communicating according to theory of speech act can be divided at 
least 4; those are direct speech act, indirect speech act, literal speech 
act, and non-literal speech act. When those four strategies are 
combined, there will be other four strategies of speech acts they are 
direct literal, direct non-literal, indirect literal, and direct non-literal. 
a. Direct and Indirect Speech Act 
Formally, based on the mode, the sentence is divided into 
declarative sentences, interrogative sentence and imperative 
sentences. Conventionally declarative sentences are used to give 
the news or something (information), interrogative sentence are 
used to ask something, and imperative sentences are use to declare, 
invitation, request, or petition. If the news sentence conventionally 
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is functioned to say something, interrogative sentence to ask, and 
imperative sentence to declare, invitation, and petition, then speech 
acts that form is a direct speech act. Besides, to speak politely, 
imperative sentence can be uttered with declarative sentences or 
interrogative sentences. It is in order to command people without 
realizing they are governed. If this occurs, then the speech act is 
formed as indirect speech acts. Examples of direct speech act: 
"Rico has five cats."  
Sentence in the text above is uttered by someone giving or 
expressing information that Rico has five cats. The speech above is 
direct speech act because declarative sentences express something. 
These are examples of indirect speech acts: 
Iska :“The weather is very hot.”  
Pare :“should I turn on the fan?” 
Iska :“thanks Pare, that’s what I mean.”  
The spontaneous response in the speech above because he 
knows that the speech expressed by opponents speaker is not only 
to inform something, but also to order people whom they are 
talking to. Indirect speech expressed usually cannot answer 
directly, but must implement intention implied in it. 
b. Literal and Non-Literal Speech Act 
Literal speech act is a speech act which has the same 
meaning with the words contained in that sentence, while the non-
literal speech act is speech act which has different meaning or 
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opposite to the meaning of the words from that sentence. The 
examples can be found in the following sentences.  
a. The singer has nice voice. 
b. Your voice is nice, (but you are better if you are silent). 
The meaning of sentence (a) is expressed only to show the 
admiration of the singer's voice which is melodious and nice to 
hear, it is called as a literal speech act, while the meaning of 
sentence (b) is different, because the speaker said that the voice is 
bad by saying "but you are better if you are silent", it is called as a 
non-literal speech act. 
c. Intersection of Different Strategies of Speech Acts 
1) Direct Literal Speech Act 
This utterance is said directly and the saying is 
realmeaning. In literal speech act, this utterance that is said by 
speaker has no hidden meaning. The speaker says real meaning 
to the hearer. Example: 
She is so smart.  
The sentence above is direct literal speech act since we 
refers that the person which we talk about is smart. 
2) Direct and Non-literal Speech Act 
Direct non-literal speech act is speech act expressed by 
speech mode that suits the purpose of speech in addition, the 
words that composed them are not appropriate with the purpose 
of speakers. Examples: 
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“If you eat, make it look polite, just open your mouth!” 
With direct non-literal speech act, the speaker in the 
sentence above ordered the speech opponent (who may in this 
case his friend or her brother) to close the mouth while eating 
to look polite.  
 
3) Indirect and Literal Speech Acts 
This utterance was appropriate meaning with the fact 
but have an indirect illocutionary act. Indirect literal speech act 
is speech act expressed by speech mode that not suits the 
purpose of speech in addition, the words that composed them 
are appropriate with the purpose of speakers. Examples: 
“Dad's car is dirty.” 
The context of the sentence above is a father talking to 
his son. In that speech, not only consist of information, but also 
the purpose of the imperative which expressed indirectly 
through declarative sentences. It means that the meaning of the 
composing words has the same purpose with the speaker.  
4) Indirect and Non-Literal Speech Act 
This utterance has different meaning with the speaker 
saying and the utterance is said indirectly from the speaker to 
the listener. The words that said by speaker have inexactly 
meaning and also have indirect illocutionary act. For example 
an employee said to his servant “this floor is very clean”. This 
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utterance not exactly with the fact, because the floor is dirty in 
fact. Then, it has indirect illocution act, because the words said 
asking the servant to clean the floor (Parker, 1986: 20). 
From the explanation above, strategies of speech acts are 
the ways to deliver the utterance’s aim from the speaker to the 
hearer. In this research, the strategies of speech acts divided into 4 
ways, they are direct literal speech act, direct and non-literal 
speech act, indirect literal speech act, and indirect non-literal 
speech act. The strategies are called direct if the utterances 
produced directly by the speaker, and it is called indirect if the 
utterances produced indirectly by the speaker. 
B. The Previous Study 
There are several studies that has been conducted by researcher 
concerning to this study. The first one has been done by Sari Rahmawati 
(2012) the student of State Institute of Islamic Studies (STAIN) Salatiga, 
her research entitled “Speech Acts Analysis on Teaching and Learning 
Process in the Regular Classes Used by the Lecturers of the Sixth 
Semester in English Department of STAIN Salatiga”. She wants to find out 
the illocutionary and perlocutionary acts uttered by the lecturers, the kinds 
of speech acts uttered by the lecturers seen from the types of the general 
function and from the relationship between the function and the structure 
of the sentences (direct-indirect speech acts), and the illocutionary force of 
the lecturers “speech acts towards the students” responses in the lecturing 
process. She concludes that the speech acts which dominant in her study is 
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directives.All of those types of speech acts are performed both directly and 
indirectly, except representatives. Then the illocutionary more dominant 
than perlocutionary. 
The second is “The Analysis of Directive Speech Acts in 
Interrogative Forms in the Movie Entitled Sherlock Holmes” by 
FransiscaXaveria Diana Rahmawati the student of English Department in 
SebelasMaret University who interested to analyse speech act in the 
movie. Her research was conducted in April 2015. Her research focuses on 
the questions or interrogative forms which have the functions as directives 
employed by the characters in the movie entitled Sherlock Holmes.she use 
descriptive qualitative research. She used technique of sampling. The 
result of her research that based on John Searle’s directive speech acts 
criteria, the characters in the movie Sherlock Holmes employ interrogative 
forms or questions which have the functions or purposes ‘to order’, ‘to 
request’, ‘to forbid’, ‘to suggest’, ‘to warn’, and ‘to instruct’. 
The third study comes from Mardana, Seken, K and Adi Jaya Putra 
(2013) the student of Ganesha University Education. Their journal was 
published entitled “An Analysis of Speech Acts Produced by Elementary 
School Teachers and Students to Facilitate Teaching and Learning at SDN 
10 Pringgasela East Lombok”. Their study found that the teachers 
produced more utterances (72.59%) than students did (27.41%). The 
teachers mostly produced directives type of speech acts, while the 
students’ speech acts were mostly assertive namely, responses to the 
teachers’ directions. The functions of the teachers’ directives were 
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question directives, bald imperatives, embedded imperatives, need 
statements, hint directives, and permission directive (Tripp, 1976). 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
A. Research Design 
This research is research on linguistics in which the data are in 
form of words and sentences. The research approach used in this study is 
descriptive qualitative research where the researcher will describe the 
phenomenon of language use. Isaac in Rachmawati (2012: 44) explains 
that the purpose of descriptive research is to describe the facts and the 
characteristics of interested area of population in a systematical, factual, 
and accurate procedure.  
Qualitative research is a means for exploring and understanding the 
meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem. The 
process of research involves emerging questions and procedures. Data 
typically collected in the participant’s setting. Data analysis inductively 
building from particulars to general themes, and the researcher making 
interpretations of the meaning of the data. The final written report has a 
flexible structure. Those who engage in this form of inquiry support a way 
of looking at research that honors an inductive style, a focus on individual 
meaning and the importance of rendering the complexity of a situation ( 
Cresswell, 2009: 4) . 
According to Flick (2009 : 21) says a qualitative research is 
oriented toward analyzing concrete cases in their temporal and local 
particularity and starting from people’s expressions and activities in their 
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local contexts. The researcher use qualitative method because this research 
is a case study where the research only use linguistics information as data , 
particularly in utterance of directive speech act used by teacher in teaching 
English.  
According to Stake (1995) in Cresswell (2009: 13) says that  Case 
studies are a strategy of inquiry in which the researcher explores in depth a 
program, event, activity, process, or one or more individuals. Cases are 
bounded by time and activity, and researcher collect detailed information 
using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained period time. 
B. Setting of the Research 
1. Place of the Research 
The research conducted at MTs N Tinawas, Nogosari. This 
school is one of the favorite Islamic school in Nogosari. It is located in 
Rembun, Nogosari, Boyolali, Central Java. 
2. Time of the Research 
The pre-research had done on Friday, March 17th 2017. The 
duration of teaching-learning process was 80 minutes. The observation 
had done in 4 meeting. The first meeting had done on Wednesday, 
May 10th2017. The second meeting had done on Wednesday, May 17th 
2017. The third meeting had done on Monday, May 22nd, 2017. The 
fourth meeting had done on Tuesday, May 23rd, 2017. 
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C. Subject of the Research 
In this research, the main subject of this research was one 
teacher. He is Mr. Sarwo Edy as English teacher of seventh grade (A 
class until F class). The researcher obtained the data from the 
classroom conversation in English teaching. The researcher taken two 
class of PK (program khusus), there were class A and B. 
D. Technique of Collecting Data   
1. Observation 
Qualitative observations are those in which the researcher takes 
field notes on the behavior and activities of individuals at the research 
site. In these field notes, the researcher records, in an un-structured or 
semi-structured way (using some prior questions that the inquirer 
wants to know), activities at the research site. Qualitative observers 
may also engage in roles varying from a non-participant to a complete 
participant (Cresswell, 2009: 181). Marshall (1995) in Sugiyono 
(2014: 226) says that through observation, the researcher learns about 
behavior and the meaning attached to those behavior. Sugiyono (2014: 
145) divides observation into 2 kinds there are participant observation 
and non-participant observation. 
In this research, the researcher used non-participant 
observation, because the researcher joined in class just to record the 
utterances of the teacher. This method is considered as the effective 
way to collect the data about the use of directive speech acts by the 
English teacher at the seventh grade of MTs N Tinawas. 
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2. Interview  
In qualitative interviews, the researcher conducted face-to-face 
interviews with participants. Interviews participants by telephone, or 
engages in focus group interviews, with six to eight interviewers in 
each group. These interviews involve unstructured and generally 
open0ended questions that are few in number and intended to elicit 
views and opinions from the participants (Cresswell, 2009: 181). The 
researcher interviewed the English teacher who taught seventh grade 
students to enrich the data. The English teacher was interviewed 
through personal interview to support the data related with directive 
speech acts. The researcher wanted to know that the teacher used 
directive speech act in classroom. 
 
E. The Research Instrument 
This research involved the researcher herself as the main 
instrument. Sugiyono (2014: 223) says that the researcher is the key 
instrument. The researcher acts as the planner, data collector,analysis, 
the data interpreter and the reporter of the research findings 
(Moleong,2001: 121). In this research, a hand-phone was used to aid 
the researcher in recording the data. The steps were as follows: 
a. Recorded the data from the teaching English process in classroom; 
b. Listened to the recording and trying to understand the utterances 
performed by the teacher; 
c. Transcribed the data into the written form; 
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d. Listened to record again to check the accuracy of the data; 
e. Selected the data from the recording which are in accordance with 
the objectives of the study; 
f. Wrote the data into the data sheets; 
g. Classified the data. 
 
F. Technique of Analyzing Data 
This study adopted the framework developed by Miles and 
Huberman (1994: 10) to describe the procedures of data analysis. The data 
analysis consists of three streams of activity as follows: 
1. Data Reduction 
In this research, the process of teaching English in classroom 
was recorded. From the recorded data, the researcher then conducted 
the next step which was called as data reduction.  Data reduction 
referred to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, reducing, 
and transforming the data that appeared in written-up field notes or 
transcription. To make easier the classification and the analysis of the 
data, the researcher marked the data by codes. Rossman& Rallis, 1998) 
in Cresswell (2009: 186) define coding is the process of organizing the 
material into chunks or segments of text before bringing meaning to 
information. The aim of used data coding was to help the researcher in 
organizing and classifying the data. The process of coding as follows: 
a. After transcribed the data, it were carefully read; 
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b. The data related to the objectives of the study were identified and 
selected; and 
c. Each datum was assigned a code. 
The coding of the data in this research is as follows: 
01/Meet-01/Req-I/LD 
Note: 
a. 01  : Number of Data 
b. Meet-01 : Number of Meeting/Observation 
c. The types of directive speech acts used by the teacher 
 Request 
o Interrogative sentence is abbreviated into Req-I. 
o Declarative sentence is abbreviated into Req-D. 
o Modal Auxiliaries are abbreviated into Req-MA. 
 Command is abbreviated into Com.  
 Forbidden is abbreviated into For.   
 Suggestion is abbreviated into Sug.  
d. The function of directive speech acts used by the teacher 
 Literal direct is abbreviated into LD 
 Direct and Non-literal are abbreviated into DNL 
 Indirect and Literal are abbreviated into IL 
 Indirect and Non-literal are abbreviated into INL 
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2. Data Display 
Data display deals with providing an organized, compressed, 
assembly of information that allows conclusion drawing. Data display 
used to display the qualitative data from data reduction in order to 
know the pattern of data so that it is easy to understand. It can be in the 
form of texts, graphs, diagrams, charts, matrices, or other graphical 
formats. In this study, the data will present in the form of table and 
descriptions.  
3. Conclusion Drawing and Verification 
After the data displayed in the form of table, then the 
researcher would able to interpret it and reaches conclusions and 
verifications. The result was gained from interview and observation,  
G. Trustworthiness of Data 
Stainback (1988) in Sugiyono (2014: 241) says that the aim of 
triangulation is not to determine  the truth about some social phenomenon, 
rather the purpose of triangulation is to increase one’s understanding of 
what ever is being investigated. Furthermore, Bogdan in Sugiyono (2014: 
241) says that what the qualitative researcher is interested in is not truth 
perse, but rather perspectives. Thus, rather than trying to determine the 
“truth” of people’s perceptions, the purpose of corroboration is to help 
researchers increase their understanding and the probability that their 
finding will be seen as credible or worthy of consideration by others. 
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In this research, the researcher used investigator triangulation to 
check the validity of the data. The researcher did validation data with an 
expert to check the validity of the data. The researcher chosen one 
validator, he was Mr. Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum.as English lecturer at 
IAIN Surakarta who expert in linguistics. After the data was valid, the 
researcher compared it with the theory to describe the directive speech act 
and strategies of speech act used by the teacher in teaching English. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
A. Research Finding  
Research finding presentsto answer theformulation of problem. The 
researcher carried out the type of directive speech acts used by the teacher and 
the teacher’s strategies in speech act to utter the directive speech act in 
teaching English at the seventh grade of MTs N Tinawas, Nogosari in 
academic year 2016/2017. 
1. The Types of  Directive Speech Acts used by the Teacher in Teaching 
English at Seventh Grade of MTs N Tinawas 
Based on the research, there were 5 types of directive speech acts 
performed by the teacher in teaching English at seventh grade ofMTs N 
Tinawas, Nogosari. From the pre-research, the researcher did observation 
and interview. The researcher got the real data in classroom, for example 
“Clean the whiteboard please!”, “Open the book please!”, “Observe the 
picture!”. Then the result of interview, the researcher known that using 
directive speech act was important in class. The teacher always used 
directive speech act in teaching and learning process. Furthermore, the 
researcher did research by 4 observations. The researcher found directive 
speech act during teaching and learning process was on going. They were 
request, question, command, forbidden and suggestion. The result of the 
data findings were presented in Table 4.1: 
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Table 4.1: Data Findings of Directive speech acts used the Teacher 
Dominantly in Teaching English 
No. Directive Speech Acts Frequency 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 
Request   
88.044% 
a. Request in Interrogative 
98 
 (61.63%) 
b. Request in Declarative 
37 
(23.27%) 
c. Request in Modal Auxiliaries 
5 
 (3.14%) 
2 Command 20 12.57% 
3 Forbidden 2 1.25% 
4 Suggestion 10 6.28% 
Total 159 100% 
Table 4.1 showed that there were 159 data of directive speech acts. 
The request utterances serve the dominant frequency of all four types of 
directive speech acts. There were 140 data (88.044%) consists of 98 data 
(61.63%) in form of interrogative, 37 data (23.27%) in form of declarative 
and 5 data (3.14%) in form of modal auxiliaries. The lowest-rank 
frequency of directive speech acts are the forbidden with only 2 data 
(1.25%) and suggestion with 10 data (6.28%). 
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a. First Observation/Meeting 
Day : Wednesday, 10 May 2017 
Class : 7A (PK) 
Topic : Things around me (Bag, Classroom, House) 
In the first observation, the researcher found 45 utterances of 
directive speech act and 3 Types of directive speech acts produced by 
the teacher.They were 38 utterances of request (29 utterances of 
interrogative, 8 utterances of declarative and 1 utterance of modal 
auxiliary), 8 utterances of command, and3 utterances of suggestion. In 
this meeting, the interrogative requestwasused dominantly by the 
teacher. 
1) Request  
a) The Interrogative Sentence-Types 
Code: 02/Meet-1/Req-I/LD 
T :”How are you?” 
Ss: “I’m fine and you?” 
The situation above showed that the teacher asked the 
condition of his students in the opening activity. The teacher 
uttered “How are you?”, it was classified as interrogative 
because the teacher used question words “How”. 
b) The Declarative Sentence-types 
Code: 03/Meet-1/Req-D/IL 
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T : “I am fine to thank you. Before we start our lesson, Please 
say basmallah together” 
Ss: “Bismillahirrohmanirrohim” 
 
The situation above showed that the teacher invited the 
students to begin the meeting with said “basmallah” in opening 
activity. The teacher uttered “Before we start our lesson, 
Please say basmallah together”. It was classified as declarative 
because the sentence was used making a statement. 
c) Modal Auxiliaries 
Code: 22/Meet-1/Req-MA/IL 
T : “Could youtry to speak, please?” 
S : (silent) 
The situation above showed that the teacher required 
the student to speak in the main activity. The teacher uttered 
“could you try to speak, please?”. It was classified in modal 
auxiliaries because in the bold sentence, the teacher used modal 
auxiliaries “could”. It was indicated as request 
2) Command 
Code:  24/Meet-1/Com/DL 
T :”Gives the example of it!” 
Ss: “ruangtamukamartidur…..” 
In code 24/Meet-1/Com/DL, the teacher uttered “Gives the 
example of it!”. The teacher ordered the students to give the 
example about the part of house. The respond of the students, they 
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answered it. In bold sentence it was clear that the teacher produced 
command utterance. 
3) Suggestion  
Code: 15/Meet-1/Sug/LD 
T : “Hok o. yongunu. Tulis nama barang-barang yang tertera 
dalam gambar kemudian deskripsikan secara langsung. 
Dadi fungsine barang kui opo? Koyo ndik mau contohe 
penghapus go opo?” 
Ss : (silent) 
T  : “penghapus? Eraser?” 
Ss: “untuk menghapus.”  
T : “hlayo ngunu hlo, weki do omongo, ojo mung meneng wae, 
ben mudeng. You must try to speak, Don’t afraid if your 
opinion is wrong kamu harus mencoba berbicara, jangan 
takut salah. Wong kabeh ki belajar, pak guru yo belajar 
kowe yo belajar” 
Ss : “Nggih pak” 
 
In code 15/Meet-1/Sug/LD, the situation showed when 
the teacher gave the question, the students just silent and then 
the teacher back to ask the student and the student answered it. 
From the bold expression was performed by the English 
teacher, he gave advice “Don’t afraid if your opinion is 
wrong”. Although the word of “Do not” was indicated to 
forbid, but in this context, the teacher gave advice students to 
try speak although their opinion is not true. 
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b. Second Observation/Meeting 
Day : Wednesday, 17 May 2017 
Class : 7A (PK) 
Topic : Simple Present Tense 
In the first observation, the researcher found 35 utterances of 
directive speech act and 4 Types of directive speech acts produced by 
the teacher .There were 32 utterances of request (25 utterances of 
interrogative, 5 utterances of declarative and 2 utterances of modal 
auxiliaries), 4 utterances of command, 1 utterance of forbidden and 2 
utterances of suggestion. In this meeting, the interrogative request was 
used dominantly by the teacher. 
1) Request 
a) The Interrogative Sentence-types 
Code: 48/Meet-2/Req-I/LD 
T : “baik ni nanti materinya sebenarnya profession tapi 
indikatore mengidentifikasi simple present tense Hlakui 
sik angel. Makanya sebelum kita ke profession, kita bahas 
dulu tentang simple present tense. Yen wes, pertanyaan 
saya, simple present tense, saya gak akan bertanya apa itu 
simple present tense, ora, simple present tense ki pie 
kaitane ,pernah mendengar kata –kata atau kalimat atau 
ungkapan opo sik kaitane simple present tense. What it 
is?” 
Ss : (silent) 
The situation above shown that the teacher began to 
explain the material in that day. Then the teacher uttered 
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“What it is?”. “what” is indicated as interrogative because it  
is a question word. The teacher ask students about what they 
know about the simple present tense, but the student just 
silent. As the result, the code 48/Meet-2/Ques is classified in 
Interrogative directive speech acts. 
b) The Declarative Sentence-types 
Code: 80/Meet-2/Req-D/IL 
T : “baik sampai sini, Please say hamdallah together!” 
Ss : “Alhamdulillahirobbil’Alamin” 
In code 80/Meet-2/Req-D/IL, the teacher uttered 
“Please say hamdallah together!.” In this context is closing 
activity, the teacher invite students to close the lesson with 
said hamdallah together. The respon of student is they said 
hamdallah together. In the bold sentence found word “Please!” 
that it is indicated to require, so it is classified request in 
declarative sentence. 
c) Modal Auxiliaries 
Code: 69/Meet-2/Req-MA/IL 
T : “Have you finished? Can I erase it?” 
Ss : “Yes Sir” 
The situation above shown the activity happened in the 
main activity. When the teacher will continued the material, the 
whiteboard is full, so the teacher uttered “Can I erase It?.” The 
teacher used modal auxiliaries “can” to request permission 
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because the students maybe still written the material. As the 
result, the bold sentence is classified request in modal 
auxiliaries. 
2) Command 
Code : 73/Meet-2/Com/LD 
T : “Number 2, read together!” 
Ss : “The cat is cute” 
In code 73/Meet-2/Com/LD, the teacher uttered “Number 
2, read together”. The teacher order the students to read the 
sentence and anwer the question. So the bold sentence is classified 
command 
3) Forbidden 
Code: 52/Meet-2/For/LD 
T : “untuk yang bentuk pertanyaan, hlakui sukar udah saya 
beritahu dari awal, yang paling mudah ki menentukan “to 
be”, opo “to be” ki? What is to be?. 
Ss : (silent) 
T : “Don’t answer the definition, Jangan menjawab dengan 
pengertian atau definisinya. Misale koe tak tekok i, 
“gorengan” opo kui gorengan? Ojo menjawab gorengan 
adalah ….. bukan, wong kui sebutno ae gorengankui, wes 
to paham to? Do you understand?” 
Ss : “yes sir” 
In code 52/Meet-2/For/LD, the students silent when the 
teacher asked them, so the teacher uttered “Don’t answer the 
definition”. It is done by the teacher to prohibit the students 
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answer the definition. In the bold sentence found “Don’t” that 
indicated forbidden. 
4) Suggestion 
Code: 67/Meet-2/Sug/IL 
T : “On the table. Hlongunu kui ngguran, kui ngko materi 
satu “to be” dua preposisi ketiga jenenge simple present 
tense tapi menggunakan “to be” .wes ketemu. Kui jenenge 
konsep, konsep ki anggere koe sinaumu dengan iki 
gampang kok. Learning is easy if you understand the 
concept. Belajar tu mudah yang penting paham dulu 
konsep, ning nik koe konsep gak paham, hlakuimau is, am, 
are, paidi, paimin kiramudeng. Sik rungmudeng, takok o.I 
and Tini and Tino?” 
Ss : “Are” 
In code 67/Meet-2/Sug/IL, the context was teacher 
explained the material about to be. The teacher uttered “Learning is 
easy if you understand the concept”, it was classified in suggestion 
because the utterance of the teacher before it, hegave suggestion 
for the students that they should understand the concept to easy 
know the material. So, the bold sentence classified suggestion. 
c. Third Observation/Meeting 
Day : Monday, 22 May 2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
Topic : Profession  
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In the first observation, the researcher found 39 utterances 
of directive speech act and 3 Types of directive speech acts 
produced by the teacher .There were 35 utterances of request (18 
utterances of interrogative, 15 utterances of declarative and 2 
utterances of modal auxiliaries), 3 utterances of command, and 4 
utterances of suggestion. In this meeting, the interrogative request 
was used dominantly by the teacher. 
1) Request 
a) The Interrogative Sentence-types 
Code: 87/Meet-3/Req-I/LD 
T :“Are you feel better than before? Pie cah, merasa lebih 
baik dari sebelum dibersihkan opo setelah dibersihkan?” 
Ss : “setelahdibersihkan” 
In code 87/Meet-3/Req-I/LD, the teacher uttered 
“Are you feel better than before?”. The teacher asked to the 
student about the condition of class after they cleaned it 
together. The bold sentence is classified interrogative. 
b) The Declarative Sentence-types 
Code: 85/Meet-3/Req-D/IL 
T : “Okay, oh I look the floor is dirty. First, please sweep 
the floor and pick up the rubbish under table or 
chair! 
Ss : (students clean the floor) 
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In code 85/Meet-3/Req-I/IL, the teacher uttered 
“First, please sweep the floor and pick up the rubbish 
under table or chair!”. When the teacher began the lesson, 
he looked the class is dirty, so the teacher required the 
students to clean the class. The bold sentence, the teacher 
required the students to sweep the floor and pick up the 
rubbish. As the result, the expression in code 85/Meet-
3/Req is classified Request. 
c) Modal Auxiliaries 
Code: 94/Meet-3/Req-MA/LD 
T : “Disituada material summary point A, sudah? You 
must listen and repeat after me.….” 
The situation above shown the teacher required the 
students to listen the dialogue and then the students repeat 
it. The teacher uttered “you must listen and repeat after 
me”. The teacher used modal auxiliary “Must” to require 
the students. This code is classified request in form modal 
auxiliaries. 
2) Command 
Code: 93/Meet-3/Com/LD 
T : “yohok o ngunukui. Contohe teacher, doctor, singer, dan 
lain-lain. Sakiki cobo buka LKS e, Open your book page 
20.Wes? 
Ss: “(open the book), sudah 
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In code 93/Meet-3/Com/LD, the situation showed the 
teacher explained material in the main activity. The teacher 
uttered “open your book page 20”. The teacher ordered the 
students to open their book. this code is classified command 
directive speech acts. 
3) Suggestion 
Code: 101/Meet-3/Sug 
T : “Okey, what is a housewife?” 
Ss: “seorang ibu rumah tangga” 
T : “hok’ o. sopo sik buk e nan omah, Ibu mu doan nan umah 
resik-resik omah, urung ngurus koe, ngurusi maem, 
ngurusi okeh. Dadi oj owani mbii bukmu yo cah?You 
must love and guard her in everytime. Right kembali, 
the last point e, Ibnu please read aloudly! 
S : (read text) 
The situation showed that the teacher required the 
students to remember students’ mother in house. The teacher 
uttered “You must love and guard her in everything”. The 
teacher gave a suggestion that the students must love their 
mom. The bold sentence is classified suggestion. 
d. Fourth Observation/Meeting 
Day : Tuesday, 23 May 2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
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Topic : Describe People and Animals 
In the first observation, the researcher found 40 utterances 
of directive speech act and 4 Types of directive speech acts 
produced by the teacher .There were 35 utterances of request (26 
utterances of interrogative, 9 utterances of declarative and 0 
utterance of modal auxiliary), 5 utterances of command, 1 
utterance of forbidden and 1 utterance of suggestion. In this 
meeting, the interrogative request was used dominantly by the 
teacher. 
1) Request  
a) Interrogative Sentence Type 
Code: 125 /Meet-4/Req-I 
T : “where ?(sambilmenunjuktempatduduk) you don’t 
know? Syifaat ?” 
S : “keluar” 
The situation showed that the teacher point toward 
the blank chair and uttered “where? You don’t know? Syifa 
at?”. In this expression, the teacher asked students about 
where syifa gone. In the expression the teacher used word 
“where”, it is indicated interrogative form. As Result, code 
125/Meet-4/Req-I is classified request in interrogative 
form. 
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b) Declarative Sentence Type 
Code: 130/Meet-4/Req-D 
T : “very good mbaksyifa. Anyone please, give your 
opinion! Tolong berikan pendapat kalian.” 
S :”he use yellow clothes” 
In code 130/Meet-4/Req-D the situation showed 
expression uttered by the teacher “Anyone please, give your 
opinion”. In this expression the teacher required student to 
give their opinion. In bold utterance, the teacher used word 
“Please” that is indicated to request in declarative form. 
2) Command  
Code:125/Meet-4/Com 
T : “Wa’alaikumsalam, ninanti describe people and animals, sit 
down! (menyuruh siswa yang terlambat untuk duduk). 
S : (sit down in her chair) 
In code 125/Meet-4/Com, the situation showed that the 
student came late when the teacher began the lesson. The 
teacher gave response with uttered “sit down!”.The teacher 
ordered the student to sit down in her chair. The bold word is 
classified command utterance. 
3) Forbidden  
Code : 157/Meet-4/For 
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T : “Do not play everytime ! You should learn! Soale 
kimendekati ujian cah, dolane dikurangi,  yen perlu rasah 
dolanan sik, yo? 
Ss: “nggih pak” 
In code 157/Meet-4/For,   the situation showed that the 
teacher gave students the homework. The teacher uttered “Do 
not play every time!” because the students would face last 
examination. The bold sentence is classified forbidden 
utterance. 
4) Suggestion  
Code: 157/Meet-4/Sug 
T : “Do not play everytime ! You should learn! Soale ki 
mendekati ujian cah, dolane dikurangi,  yen perlu rasah 
dolanan sik, yo? 
Ss: “nggihpak” 
In code 157/Meet-4/Sug, the teacher uttered “You 
should learn!.” The teacher gave suggestion for students that 
they should learn more. The bold sentence is classified 
suggestion utterance. 
2. The Strategies Used by The Teacher to Utter The Directive Speech 
Act in Teaching English 
According to Wijana (2009: 126), the four strategies they are 
direct literal, direct non-literal, indirect literasl, and direct non-literal. 
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Based on the research, there were3strategies of speech act to 
utter the directive speech act by the teacher in teaching English at 
seventh grade of MTs N Tinawas, Nogosari. They were direct literal 
speech act, direct non-literal speech act, and indirect non-literal speech 
act. The result of the data findings were presented in Table 4.2 as 
follows: 
Table 4.2: Data Findings of Speech Act Strategies used by 
 The Teacher to Utter Directive Speech Act in Teaching English 
No Speech Act Strategies Frequency 
Percentage 
(%) 
1 Direct Literal 95 59.74% 
2 Direct Non-Literal 0 0% 
3 Indirect Literal 65 40.88% 
4 Indirect Non-Literal 4 2.51% 
Total 159 100 % 
 
The table 4.2 showed the teacher uttered159 utterances of 
directive speech act in teaching English. The table showed the teacher 
used 3 strategies from 4 strategies to utter directive speech acts.  They 
were 95 utterances (59.74%) as direct literal speech act, 65 utterances 
(40.88%) as indirect literal speech act, and 2 utterances (2.51%) as 
indirect non-literal speech act uttered by the teacher. Direct literal 
strategy was used dominantly by the teacher to utter the directive 
speech acts. The teacher never used direct non-literal in teaching 
English. 
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a. First Observation 
Day : Wednesday, 10 May 2017 
Class : 7A (PK) 
In the first observation, the researcher found 45 utterances 
of directive speech act and 2 strategies used by the teacher to utter 
directive speech act. Theye were 33 utterances of direct literal 
speech actand 13 utterances of indirect literal speech act. In this 
meeting, the teacher mostly used direct literal strategies to utter the 
directive speech act. 
1) Direct and Literal Speech Act 
Code: 05/Meet-1/Req-I/DL 
T :“Oh my God, get it for me!” 
S: (take the board-maker) 
The situation happened in class, it showed that the teacher 
fallen the board-maker. Because of that the teacher uttered “Get 
it for me!” this utterance was classified in direct because the 
teacher commanded for the students to take the board-maker 
directly and gave it to the teacher. It was classified in literal 
because the situation was true that the board-maker fall in the 
floor. 
2) Indirect and Literal Speech Act 
Code: 22/Meet-1/Req-MA/IL 
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T : “Could youtry to speak, please?” 
The situation happened in the class, it showed that the 
teacher required the students to speak in class. The teacher 
uttered “could you try to speak, please?”. This utterance was 
classified in indirect because it was found “could”. It was 
indicated modal auxiliary, it was used to polite the utterance. 
The bold sentence was classified in literal because the 
condition shown that the speaker wants the student to speak. 
b. Second Observation 
Day : Wednesday, 17 May 2017 
Class : 7A (PK) 
In the second observation, the researcher found 35 
utterances of directive speech act and 3 strategies used by the 
teacher to utter directive speech act. They were 15 utterances of 
direct literal speech act, 20 utterances of indirect literal speech act 
and 2 utterances of indirect non-literal speech act. 
1) Direct Literal Speech Act 
Code: 53/Meet-2/Req-I/DL 
T : “he’em. “to be”, “what is to be?” 
Ss : (silent) 
The situation showed in the main activity when the 
teacher explained the material about to be. The teacher uttered 
“What is to be?”. The teacher asked the students directly and 
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the question was uttered in literal condition. For the result, this 
code was classified in direct literal speech act. 
2) Indirect Literal Speech Act 
Code: 55/Meet-2/Req-I/IL 
T : “Is, am are, dieleng-eleng. Tobe is, am, are. 
Remember, tobe (is, am, are)Maksude pie, hla kui 
ngko soale kan menentukan “to be” menentukan “to 
be” yang tepat. I am, You are she is. Tini, Tini?” 
Ss : “Is” 
The situation above showed the teacher explained material 
in the main activity. The teacher gave many examples about to 
be. The teacher uttered “Tini, Tini?”. The teacher asked the 
students indirectly and the students answered it. The utterance 
was uttered in real situation. As the result, this code was 
classified into indirect literal speech act. 
3) Indirect and Non-Literal Speech Act 
Code: 75/Meet-2/Req-D/INL 
T : “The whiteboard is very clean” 
S : (student clean the whiteboard) 
The situation happened in the main activity in 
classroom, the teacher wanted to give task for the students but 
the whiteboard was dirty. The teacher uttered “the whiteboard 
is very clean”, the teacher said indirect because the teacher 
required the students indirectly in declarative sentence. The 
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utterance was classified in non-literal because the situation 
was not true. The teacher said that the whiteboard was clean, 
whereas it was dirty. 
c. Third Observation 
Day : Monday, 22 May 2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
In the third observation, the researcher found 39 utterances 
of directive speech acts and 3 strategies speech act used by the 
teacher to utter directive speech act. They were 20 utterances of 
direct literal speech act, 19 utterances of indirect literal speech act, 
and 2 utterances of indirect non-literal speech act. 
1) Direct Literal Speech Act 
Code: 85/Meet-3/Req-I/DL 
T : “Where is your friend?” 
S : “Bayta…itu pak 
The situation above showed the teacher asked the 
students in open activity. The teacher uttered “Where is your 
friend?”. The teacher asked the students directly and the 
situation showed in real condition. This code was classified 
into direct literal speech act. 
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2) Indirect Literal Speech Act 
Code: 86/Meet-3/Req-D/IL 
T : “Okay, oh I look the floor is dirty. First, please sweep 
the floor and pick up the rubbish under table or 
chair! 
Ss : (students clean the floor) 
The situation showed that the teacher came in class and 
would begin the lesson. The teacher looked the floor was dirty 
and required the students to sweep it indirectly. The situation 
was identified literal because the real condition the floor was 
dirty. As the result, this code was classified into indirect literal 
speech act. 
3) Indirect Non-Literal Speech Act 
Code: 81/Meet-3/Req-I/INL 
T : “Reza, where is your chair?” 
S : (sit down in his chair) 
The situation happened before the lesson began. The 
teacher asked the one of the student, his name reza. The 
teacher uttered “Reza, where is your chair?”. This code was 
identified indirect because the teacher indirectly required the 
student to sit in his chair, not to find the chair. This code was 
identified non-literal because the real situation, the chair 
behind of the student so the student just sit on his chair. As the 
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result, this code was classified into indirect non-literal speech 
act.  
d. Fourth Observation 
Day : Tuesday, 23 May 2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
In the fourth observation, the researcher found 40 
utterances of directive speech act and 2 strategies used by the 
teacher to utter the directive speech act. They were 27 utterances of 
direct literal speech act and 13 utterances of indirect literal speech 
act. 
1) Direct Literal Speech Act 
Code: 126/Meet-4/Req-I/DL 
T : “Wa’alaikumsalam, ni nanti describe people and 
animals, sit down! (menyuruh siswa yang  terlambat 
untuk duduk). Where are you from? Mbak syifa, 
where are you? 
S : “office” 
The situation happened in the begin activity. When the 
teacher explained material in last meeting, one student came in 
class. The teacher uttered “Sit down! Where are you from? 
Mbak Syifa, Where are you?”. The teacher asked the student 
directly. The situation was real that the student came late in 
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class. As the result, this code was classified into direct literal 
speech act. 
2) Indirect Literal Speech Act 
Code: 140/Meet-4/Req-I/IL 
T : “straight hair?” 
Ss : “rambut lurus” 
The situation happened in the main activity. The teacher 
explained the material. The situation showed that the class 
discussed the activity together. The teacher asked the students 
indirectly and the students answered it. This situation happened 
in real condition when the teacher uttered it. As the result, this 
code was classified into indirect literal speech act. 
B. Discussion 
1. Types of Directive Speech Acts Uttered by Teacher in Teaching 
English  
The first type of directive is request. The term request means 
the speaker wants the hearer to do some actions that benefit to speaker. 
A request does not assume the speaker’s control over the person 
addressed (Kreidler, 1998: 190-191). The realfact, it found such 
“Where is Hafidz?”, “Good morning everybody?”, “Could you try to 
speak, please?”. 
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The fact situation in class related with the theory of kreidler. 
The teacher almost use request everytime to ask, to require with the 
polite utterances. In teaching English, the teacher often used request 
utterances because the teacher wants the students to speak actively in 
classroom. Because of that, the interaction in class happened clearly 
between the teacher and the students.  
The second type of directive is command. It is the utterance to 
direct a person or people with the right to be obeyed, to do something 
what speaker wants. The realfact, it found several utterances such as 
“Open your book!”, “Describe your family members!”, “Listen and 
repeat after me!”. 
Comparing the theory with the fact, the context of situation 
happens in the classroom related with the theory of command 
utterance, the teacher use imperative to get the students’ action. Thus 
the teacher also used command to do the teacher’s instruction. 
The third type of directive is forbidden or prohibition. The 
theory of Cutting (2002), forbidden is utterance that account as an 
attempt by the speaker toward the hearer not to do certain action. The 
realfact, it found utterance such “Don’t answer the definition!”. 
Comparing the theory of forbidden and the realfact in 
classroom, the teacher rarely use this utterances because the class is 
PK class with high ability students. The teacher uses this utterance just 
to forbid and what should the students do. 
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The last type of directive in this discussion is suggestion. 
Kreidler (1998) says that suggestion is the speaker’s utterances to give 
opinions about what the addressee should or should not do. 
Suggestions are often wise ways of giving command. The realfact, it 
found utterance of suggestion such “It will be better if we say 
basmallah together before we start our lesson”.  
Comparing the theory of suggestion with the realfact in class, 
there are a lot of utterances used by the teacher to suggest or give 
advice to the students in class. Besides that, by uttering suggestion, the 
teacher tries to guide the students to avoid the mistakes.  
2. The Strategies Used by the English Teacher 
As presented before, in order to utter the utterances between 
teacher and the students, the teacher used variations of speech act 
strategies. The teacher should aware about the students’ condition in 
the classroom. The teacher should stimulate them to be active in 
teaching English. Interaction between teacher and students were the 
activity which indicated that the students were focus and understood 
the material, whether they asked questions because they did not 
understand the material or they just wanted to check and clarify what 
they understood. However, the teacher not use all strategies to utter the 
directive speech act in teaching English, the teacher often use direct 
utterance and literal utterance.  
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The first strategy is Direct and literal strategy. The theory come 
from Parker (1986: 19) that direct literal strategy is said directly (the 
illocution was direct) and the utterance appropriate with the meaning. 
In the real fact, the researcher found several utterances related 
with the direct literal strategy such, “Good morning students?”, “How 
are you?”, “What is the thermometer?”, “Speak aloudly please!”. 
Comparing the theory of Parker and the situation, the teacher in 
class often use direct literal strategy to utter the directive speech act in 
teaching and learning process. The students easy to know the meaning 
of teacher’s intend. 
The second strategy is indirect literal strategy. This utterance 
was appropriate meaning with the fact but have an indirect 
illocutionary act. This kind of speech act has appropriate meaning and 
indirect illocutionary act. 
The real fact in classroom, the researcher found some 
utterances related with the indirect literal strategy such “I am fine too 
thank you. Before we start our lesson, Please say basmallah together!”, 
“Please label the pictures using the words in the box!”, “Please repeat the 
name of pictures”, “Good, then!”, etc. 
Comparing the theory with the real fact, the teacher often uses 
the indirect literal strategy. The teacher mostly use indirect literal to 
polite the utterances.  
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The third strategy is direct non-literal strategy. The theory of 
direct non-literal strategy is speech act expressed by speech mode that 
suits the purpose of speech in addition, the words that composed them 
are not appropriate with the purpose of speakers. 
In the real fact in classroom, the researcher no found the 
utterance relate with the direct non-literal in teaching and learning 
process. The teacher never uses this strategy in teaching English. 
The last strategy is indirect non-literal strategy. The theory 
come from Parker (1986) that the words that said by speaker have 
inexactly meaning and also have indirect illocutionary act.  
The real fact in classroom, the researcher found 4 utterances 
related with the indirect non-literal strategy such “The whiteboard is 
very clean”, “Have you finished?”, etc. 
Comparing the theory with the real fact, the teacher rarely uses 
indirect non-literal strategy in class.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATION AND SUGGESTIONS 
A. Conclusion 
1. The Directive Speech Act used by the Teacher in Teaching English 
at Seventh Grade of MTs N Tinawas in Academic Year 2016/2017. 
In the analysis of 159 directive speech act of the teacher, it is 
found that there are four types of directive speech acts uttered in 
teaching English. They are request (interrogative, declarative, and 
modal auxiliaries), command, forbidden, and suggestion. Request 
directive speech act becomes the most dominant speech act which is 
uttered in 4th meeting of teaching and learning process. Meanwhile, 
utterances which uttered in command get the second position with 20 
data. Then the third position is suggestion which used to utter directive 
speech act with 10 data. The last, the form of forbidden is only 2 data. 
2. The Strategies Used by the Teacher to Utter the Directive Speech 
Act  
Based on the analysis result, the English teacher utter 159 
utterances in teaching English, it is found that there are three types of 
speech act strategies are implied in the directive speech acts. They are 
direct literal speech act, indirect literal speech act, and indirect non-
literal speech act. Direct speech act is the most strategy used by teacher 
to utter directive speech act in teaching English with 95 data. 
Meanwhile, indirect literal speech act always used by the teacher to 
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utter directive speech act with 65 data. The last, indirect non-literal 
speech act is too few with 4 data. The teacher rarely used indirect non-
literal because the students still in grade 7, the teacher must explain the 
material clearly with direct instruction, direct explanation, etc. The 
teacher also used indirect in literal to polite of his/her utterances. 
B. Implication 
1. Directive Speech Acts in Teaching English 
Directive speech acts are normally used in daily conversation. 
They are also used in the interaction between teacher and the pupils in 
the classroom. Beside they can be used as a teaching material in Junior 
High School and Senior High School. 
The first implication of directive speech act is directive as an 
instruction. It means the teachers are the most frequent become the 
central focus of their students. Therefore, teachers play an important 
role in the interaction. In teaching and learning process, teachers 
always give an instruction to the students in order to ask students to do 
such action. Here, the theory of directive is applied. Classroom is the 
ideal place to help learners interpret the language use. Instruction of 
the teacher can help learners understand when and why certain 
linguistic practices take place. The instruction here is in the form of 
directive utterances used by the teachers. The directives are applied in 
the form of request, command, forbidden and suggestion.  
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Furthermore, the implication of directive speech acts in 
teaching English is directive as a material. Beside use directive as an 
instruction in the class, directive speech acts are also applied as a 
material in the teaching and learning process. In Junior High School or 
Senior High School, the notion of directive has not studied yet. But 
actually they are thought. The application is the study about the 
expression of request, command, forbidden, and suggestion.  
2. The Strategies to Utter the Directive Speech Acts 
Strategies to utter the utterance are very important in daily 
conversation especially in education fields. When the teachers 
explain the materials, they applied strategies to clear the material. 
The students will understand the material easily. For example: 
“Open book page 20, read loudly!”. This is direct strategy when 
the teacher gives instruction in order to open students’ book. The 
strategies also used to polite the interaction between the teachers 
and the students. For example: “Please clean the floor!”. This is 
request with indirect literal strategy when the teacher looks the 
floor is dirty, the teacher gives instruction in order to clean it with 
polite instruction. 
 
C. Suggestion 
Based on the conclusion above, the researcher proposes the 
suggestion as follows: 
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1. For the Readers 
The researcher hopes the readers would not be confused about 
what people means when they make conversation with others. It is 
because sometimes people have implied intentions in their speech. 
2. For the Other Researchers 
This research could be one of the references in studying about 
speech act and the researcher hopes that there will be other researchers 
who will conduct the same topic to complete this research although in 
different field. 
3. For Learning Process 
The researcher hopes by studying speech act may help students 
to reduce misunderstanding of the meaning or intention that may 
appear in the process of learning at the class. 
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APPENDIX 1.1 
FIELD NOTE 
 
Day   : Friday  
Date  : March, 17th 2017 
Place   : Class 7F (Regular Class) 
The teacher  : Mr. A Sarwo Edy 
 
The researcher came to MTs N Tinawas at 08.00 in office. The teacher 
taught after the students had rested. At 10.05 the researcher came to the class with 
the teacher. Then, the researcher took a sit behind of class. Before the teacher 
started the lesson activity, the researcher prepared the tools such as book note and 
pen. The researcher wrote some notes. 
In that day, the topic material was instruction. In open activity, the teacher 
began with said greeting “Assalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” and 
“Good morning students? How are you today?”. The students answered 
“Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” and “Good morning, I’, fine”. 
Then the teacher invited the students to said “Basmallah” together. They had said 
basmallah together. After that, the teacher asked about the material in last 
meeting, the teacher gave flash-back to explain the summarized material in last 
meeting. Then, the teacher described material in that day about instruction. 
In the main activity, the teacher began with gave question to the students, the 
teacher uttered “What is instruction? apa itu instruksi? Instruksi ki opo to cah?”. 
The students not answered, they just silent. The teacher gave example with said 
“Friska, Please erase the whiteboard” and “Rama, don’t throw the rubbish in 
class!”. Because of the students still confused, the teacher translated it into 
Indonesia language with uttered “Friska, tolong hapus papan tulis. Rama, jangan 
membuang sampah di dalam kelas”. The teacher explained about command and 
prohibition. Then the teacher commanded the students to observed picture which 
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was adhered in the whiteboard. The picture had kinds of command and prohibition 
picture. The teacher ordered the students to classify which one the picture was 
command instruction and which one the picture was prohibition instruction. After 
that, the students wrote in their book about the material. After the teacher had 
explained all materials about command and prohibiton, the teacher gave activity 
to the students related with instruction. Then the students did it. The teacher 
discussed the activity with the students. 
In the close activity, the teacher gave summarized about the command and 
prohibition instruction. The teacher asked the students “Ada pertanyaan tentang 
command (perintah) dan prohibition (larangan)? Ada yang masih bingung?”. The 
students said that they had understood. After that, the teacher gave motivation to 
the students. To close the lesson, the teacher invited the students to say hamdalah 
together and leave-taking with uttered “See you next meeting, 
Wassalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh”. The students answered “See 
you too, Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh”. 
 
 
 
\ 
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APPENDIX 1.2 
TRANSCRIPTION OF INTERVIEW 
Day  : Friday  
Date  : March, 17th 2017 
Place   : Teachers’ Office 
Informant : Mr. A Sarwo Edy 
Note: 
T : The teacher 
R : The researcher 
Trancript: 
R : Assalamu’alaikum pak 
T : Wa’alaikumsalam mbak ummi. Gimana kabarnya? 
R : Alhamdulillah baik pak? Kalau Pak Edy bagaimana kabarnya? 
T : Alhamdulillah baik juga. 
R : Sebelumnya mohon maaf mengganggu waktu Bapak sebentar. 
T : Iya tidak apa-apa, saya ngajarnya kan juga masih nanti sehabis istirahat 
R : Nggih pak, semalam saya sudah WA ke Bapak mengabari bahwa saya 
akan ke MTs hari ini, hehe. Begini pak, kedatangan saya ke sini yang 
pertama mohon ijin untuk interview ke Bapak dan juga mau melakukan 
observasi pak? 
T : Iya ndak apa-apa mbak, sekarang interview dulu saja, nanti habis istirahat 
baru observasi. 
R : Nggih pak. Baik, kita mulai nggih pak?. 
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T : Iya silakan. 
R : Apakah proses belajar mengajar selama ini lancar pak? Seperti 
komunikasi antara guru dan murid di dalam kelas. 
T : Ya, kalau dibilang lancar ya saya kira lancar mbak ummi. Ada beberapa 
kelas yang siswanya cenderung diam ada juga siswa yang aktif bertanya. 
Tapi dari keseluruhan proses belajar dikelas, siswa cenderung aktif 
bertanya jika mereka masih bingung atau belum faham dengan materinya.  
R : Bagaimana dengan kelas yang cenderung diam pak? 
T : Meskipun mereka diam, saya akan berusaha memancing mereka untuk 
bicara dan berani menjawab pertanyaan. Saya akan sering memberi 
pertanyaan untuk mendapat respon dari siswa, jadi mereka akan berpikir 
juga dan berani berpendapat. 
R : Berarti komunikasi lancar nggih pak. Kemudian, apakah dalam mengajar, 
Bapak menggunakan tindak tutur direktif seperti command, prohibition, 
request dan sebagainya? 
T : Ya tentu. Saya menggunakannya setiap waktu ketika saya mengajar di 
kelas, untuk contoh seperti ketika saya datang ke kelas, yang pertama jika 
papan tulis masih kotor dengan berbagai tulisan, saya menyuruh siswa 
untuk menghapus papan tulis seperti “The whiteboard is dirty, students 
please erase the whiteboard!”. Atau mungkin jika lantainya kotor, maka 
saya akan menyuruh siswa untuk membersihkannya seperti “Sweep the 
floor please!”. Contoh yang lain misalkan “Open the door!” and “Close 
the door!”, “Listen to me!”, “Look at the board!”, “Look at me!”, “Don’t 
make a noisy!” dan lain-lain banyak.  
R : Ya, jadi Bapak sering menggunakannya. 
T : Ya, misalkan saya terapkan kepada siswa pada awal pelajaran. Bahasa 
Inggris akan lebih mudah jika melalui praktek setiap waktu, hanya dengan 
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sedikit atau sesuatu yang simpel seperti statement dengan “I’m sorry”, 
asking, command, prohibition, ya kita harus memparaktekannya. 
R : Apakah menurut Bapak, menggunakan tindak tutur sangat penting? 
T : Ya menurut saya itu sangat penting. Jika kita mempraktekannya setiap 
hari, kita akan merasa bahwa Bahasa Inggris itu sangat mudah dan tidak 
susah. Tetapi jika tidak pernah praktek, maka akan terasa susah. Seperti 
contoh diatas tadi, “Don’t play in the class!”, “Look at me!”, “Keep the 
class clean!”, “Keep the class calm!” and so on. Intinya kalau saya 
kebiasaan yang terkait dengan statement yang simpel-simpel itu, berawal 
dari situ.Kalau itu tidak bisa, jangan berharap bisa Bahasa Inggris 
lebih.Ya, saya rasa cukup, untuk selanjutnya bisa dilihat ketika observasi 
nanti dikelas, karena ini sudah mau bel masuk.hehe 
R : Baiklah pak, terima kasih untuk waktunya Pak  
T : iya sama-sama. 
R : Wassalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh 
T : Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh 
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APPENDIX 2.1 
TRANSCRIPT OF OBSERVATION 
 
Meeting : First Observation 
Day  :  Wednesday / 10 MAy,  2017 
Class  : 7A (PK) 
Topic  : Things Arounds Me 
Note: 
T : Teacher 
Ss : Students 
S : One student 
 
The Data Transcription: 
T : “Assalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh 
Ss : “Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh 
T : “Good morning Student? 
Ss : “Good morning Sir 
T : “How are you? 
Ss : “I am fine and you 
T : “I am fine to thank you. Before we start our lesson, Please say 
basmallah together 
Ss : “Bismillahirrohmanirrohim 
T : “are you complete in class? 
Ss : “Yes Sir 
T : “okay, Oh my God, get it for me 
S : “ (take the boardmaker) 
T : “Thank you 
S : “You’re welcome 
T : “good. 
T : “tidak sengaja hlo ya, ora kok tak sengojo “aduh, tolong amblkan” gitu 
endak. Tadi bener-bener jatuh, ya (tertawa) 
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T : “udah sarapan belum yus?  
S : (silent) 
T  :“Urung? Takok I mung gedeg i. 
T  : “Today we will learn about things around me.Barang-barang yang ada di 
sekitarku,Kita akanbelajar barang-barang yang ada ditas, yang ada di 
kelas, bagian-bagian rumah, dan hewan di sekolahdan rumah. Pertama, 
Things in my bag 
T  : ”What is the meaning things in my bag?Opo artine things in my bag? 
Ss : “barang-barang dalam tasku 
T : “barang-barang dalam tasku. Good. Nik rung reti ditulis, nik wes reti 
rasah. Dadi koe mikire, woo benda dlam tas na gampang to isine? Opo wi? 
Ono uwer, enek kater, yo to, pen, penghapus,  
T  : “eraser, pen, ruler and then boardmaker, book dan lainnya. 
Jadi tujuannya yaitu kita mengidentifikasi fungsi benda, misale opo? 
T : “pen. Hla pen wi fungsine go opo?Hla kui jenenge mengidentifikasi. 
T : “contoh, pena untuk menulis.Penghapus?Penghapus? 
Ss : “untuk menghapus 
T : “hla munio, aku bantere ko ngene weki og. Penghapus? 
Ss : “untuk menghapus. 
T : “Sharpener? Sharpener ki opo to? 
Ss : (silent) 
T : “Ra kelingan. Hla ngeneki hlo sharpener ki. 
T : “This is sharpener. Sharp itu tajam.Sharpener itu alat penajam. 
Iki hlo bar di uwer ki dadi tajam ngeneki, hlaaa(tertawa).Wes. Maksud 
saya kalau kita paham , kita tahu bahasa inggrisnya dulu, nanti malah 
mudah. Sharp tajam, sharpener alat penajam atau yang sering kita sebut 
dengan rautan. 
T  : “Gon sepeda motor kae , ngarepe to, ono indikatore akeh, satu ono 
bensin, opo neh? 
Ss : Spedometer 
T : “nah speedometer. Opo to speedo ki?Speed ki opo speed? Speed trus 
dadi speedometer opo? 
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Ss : “kecepatan 
T : “hok o, dadi yen speedometer? 
Ss : “mengatur kecepatan 
T : “Nyat ngunu kui kok sekolah kui, mulakno pahamono sik. Angger paham 
ngko gampang sekolaheOalah gur ngunu kui, oo gur ngunu kui kecil. 
Wees 
T : “Thermometer, opo kui? What is thermometer? 
Ss : (silent) 
T :  “Hlo lo ngunukui hlo koe ki, guyon og 
Ss : “pengatur suhu 
T : “hla opo? 
Ss : “pengatur suhu 
T : “alat pengatur. Pengatur opo mengukur? 
Ss : “pengukur 
T : “sik, alat pengatur suhu opo alat pengukur suhu? 
Ss : “pengukur. 
T : “Hlayo ngunu yaa .Terus next, Things in classroom, what is things in 
classroom?opo kui thingsin classroom?Classroom? 
Ss : “barang-barang di dalam kelas 
T : “barang-barang didalam kelas. Hok o. ono opo wae nan kelas ki? 
Ss : “meja, kursi, jam, papan tulis 
T : “hok o, ada whiteboard, chair , table ngunu kui. 
T : “Open your book, page seratus dua belas.Coba kalian kerjakan dulu 
untuk pemahaman dulu saja, kan gampang to kui? Disitu ada gambar 
barang-barang di kelas. Please label the pictures using thewords in the box. 
T : “Apa itu maksudnya?Jadi kalian disuruh memberi nama pada gambar 
menggunakan kata yang telah disediakan didalam kotak dibawah gambar 
itu. Missal, kursi baha inggris e opo cah?Opo kursi ki?” 
S : “Chair” 
T : “Hla yo ngunu kui. Ngko seteruse terusno. Kui sik aktifitas pertamaterus, 
open book page 115. Buka buku halaman seratus limabelas. Langsung 
nan aktivitas 3” 
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T : “Please name the things in the pictures, and then describe the 
orally.Pie maksude e? koyo sik nduwur mau hlo? Opo?” 
Ss: “memberi nama gambar 
T : “Hok o. yo ngunu. Tulis nama barang-barang yang tertera dalam gambar 
kemudian deskripsikan secara langsung. Dadi fungsine barang kui opo? 
Koyo ndik mau contohe penghapus go opo?” 
S : (silent) 
T : “Penghapus? Eraser?” 
Ss: “untuk menghapus.” 
T : “Hla yo ngunu hlo, weki do omongo, ojo mung meneng wae, ben 
mudeng.You must try to speak, Don’t afraid if your opinion is wrong 
kamu harus mencoba berbicara, jangan takut salah. Wong kabeh ki belajar, 
pak guru yo belajar kowe yo belajar.” 
Ss : “Nggih pak” 
T : “Sekarang kerjakan latihannya untuk pemahaman materi dahulu. Five 
minutes ya? Gampang e kui, koe mesti wes isoh doan  ngko bar kui 
dibahas bareng bareng.” 
5 minutes later 
T : “Finish? Sudah selesai?” 
S : “Bentar lagi.” 
T : “Wes yo, dibahas bareng.Begin from activity 1, look your 
work.Dimulai dengan latihan pertama.Lihat kerjaanmu.” 
Ss : (student ready) 
T : “Look at picture number 1! What is it?Apa itu gambar pada nomor 1? 
Ss : “Globe” 
T : “Hok’o , yo karo bahasa inggrise kui to yo, weki kok. Opo nomor 1?” 
Ss : “A globe” 
T : “Iyo bener, ono sik salah yokan?” 
Ss : “Mboten” 
T : “Ngko sik salah dibenerne sik, ki go pemahaman ben koe ki ngerti paham 
benda-benda kui. Terus picture number two, what is it?” 
Ss : “Jam atau a clock” 
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T : “Yaa terus, number 3?” 
Ss : “Apicture , gambarNumber 4 an air conditioner , AC. Number 5 a 
cupboard, lemari. Number 6 a board, papan tulis. Number 7 a door, pintu. 
Number 8 a window, jendela. Number 9 a book, Buku. Number 10 a table, 
meja. Number 11 a desk, laci. Number 12 a chair kursi.” 
T : “Wah weki wes do pinter kbeh nu cah, yo bener kabeh,,, sik bener kabeh 
sopo ki?” 
Ss : (mengangkat tangan) 
T : “Sik sik, reza ki ngarep dewe meneng wae ki paham tentang garapane 
mau ora zaa?” 
Ss : (silent) 
T : “key, sekarang Please repeat the name of pictures. Coba ulang nama-
nama barang tadi, urutkan dari nomor Satu.” 
S : (silent) 
T : “Pie za, ndang rapopo rasah isen. Could you try to speak please, untuk 
semua ya, Don’t afraid to speak  karena jawaban mungkin salah, semua 
ki belajar, pak guru yo iseh belajar. Wes ndang opo za?” 
S : “Globe, a clock, a picture, an air conditioner, a  cupboard, a board, a 
door, a window, a book, a table, a desk, a chair” 
T : “Hlaa yo ngunuu, rasah wedi. Andikno yo bener kabeh.  Okay lanjut ya, 
things or part-part in house. What is the part in house?: 
Ss : “Bagian-bagian rumah” 
T : “Gives the example of it?” 
Ss : “Ruang tamum kamar tidur…..” 
T : “Good, then?” 
Ss : “Dapur, toilet….” 
T : “Good. Living room, what is living room?” 
Ss : “Ruang tamu” 
T : “Ya, ruang tamu. Bedroom? What is bedroom?” 
Ss : “Kamar tidur.” 
T : “Kitchen, what is Kitchen?” 
Ss : “Dapur” 
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T : “Bathroom, what is bathroom?” 
Ss : “Toilet” 
T : “And then the dining room, what is it?” 
Ss : “Ruang makan” 
T : “The first part is living room, what kind the things you found in 
living room? Benda-benda apa saja yang bias kalian temukan diruang 
tamu?” 
Ss : “Television, shofa, vas bunga, lemari.” 
T : “Next part is bedroom, what kind the things you have in 
bedroom?Opo wae barang-barang sik nan kamar tidurmu?” 
Ss : “Bantal, guling, kasur, buku, boneka” 
T : “Iyo, pillow, bolster, book, doll, clock , any other?” 
S : “Cupboard” 
T : “Ya, good. Okay sik penting koe wes do paham, sekarang part of kitchen, 
what kind of things you find in kitchen?” 
Ss : “Kompor, kulkas, gas” 
T : “There are stove, refrigerator, pan, oven, knife etc. what is stove?” 
Ss : (silent) 
T : “Do gowo kamus to? Sik sekirone ra mudeng, golek I gon kamus.Open 
your dictionary if you don’t know the word. Tak baleni, what is 
stove?” 
Ss : “Kompor” 
T : “Naa, what is refrigerator?” 
Ss : “Kulkas” 
T : “What is pan?” 
Ss : “Panci” 
T : “What is knife?” 
Ss : “Pisau” 
T : “Wes ngunu yo, wes paham?” 
Ss : “Yes sir.” 
T : “Next, bathroom, kamar mandi. What kind of things you have in 
bathroom?” 
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Ss : “Sabun, shampo, gayung, tisu toilet, pasta gigi, sikat gigi, handuk.” 
T : “Try in English please!Open dictionary first! Sak iki genti koe sik 
bahasa Inggrisne, ndang tak tunggu, yen sik ra ono utowo ra reti iso takon” 
S : (a student raise his hand) tisu toilet tidak ada pak?” 
T : “Okay, ini ada temanmu yang Tanya bahasa Inggrisnya tisu toilet. 
Anyone know what is tisu toilet?” 
S : “Toilet paper” 
T : “Yaaa, sik banter mas ben do krungu, Speak aloudly please!” 
S : “Toilet paper” 
T : “Wes , dadi opo cah tisu toilet?” 
Ss : “Toilet paper” 
T : “Wes, wes ketemu kabeh bahasa Inggrise? Opo ae?” 
Ss : “Sabun soap, sampo shampoo, gayung water dipper, tooth paste, tooth 
brush, towel” 
T : “Very good. The last, dining room, what the kind of things you have 
in dining room?” 
Ss : piring, meja, kursi, gelas, sendok, kulkas 
T : in English please 
Ss : plate, table, chair, glass, spoon, refrigerator 
T : baik, saya kira kalian sudah paham, right? 
Ss : In syaa Allah Sir 
T : “For the homework, you must write the things you have, jadi kalian nanti 
tulis barang-barang yang kalian punya, barang yang di tas, barang dikelas, 
benda-benda di rumah.” 
Ss : iya pak 
T : “Sik mu ndue tok ae hlo yo, rasah ngarang, pokok e opo sik enek nan 
njero tas, nan kelas iki, nan umahmu, tulis yo, ben paham ben mengerti 
kelingan terus.” 
Ss : nggih pak 
T : “Jadi ada banyak barang disekitar kita, barang-barang itu semuanya 
bermanfaat dan dapat kita gunakan untuk sehari-hari, ada barang didalam 
kelas, ada barang di tas, ada benda-benda di dalam rumah. Kalian bisa 
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belajar lagi nanti dirumah, You should open your book in house! Ojo 
mulih sekolah tase diguak, tase dibuka yen meh mangkat sekolah tok, 
yooo?” 
Ss : iya pak 
T : okay thank you, because the times up, let’s say hamdallah together 
Ss : Alhamdulillahirobbil ‘Alamin 
T : Wassalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh. See you 
Ss : Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh. See you Sir. 
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APPENDIX 2.2 
TRANSCRIPT OF OBSERVATION 
 
Meeting : Second Observation 
Day :  Wednesday / 17 May, 2017 
Class : 7A (PK) 
Topic : Simple Present Tense 
 
The Data Transcription: 
T :“Assalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” 
Ss : “Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” 
T : “Good morning students?” 
Ss : “Good morning Sir” 
T : “How are you today?” 
Ss : “Im fine and You?” 
T : “Im fine too thank you. Siapa yang ga masuk hari ini?” 
Ss : “nihil pak” 
T : “wingi materine tentang opo cah?” 
Ss : “barang-barang di sekitarku, tas kelas dan rumah” 
T : “baik ni nanti materinya sebenarnya profession tapi indikatore 
mengidentifikasi simple present tenseHla kui sik angel. Makanya sebelum 
kita ke profession, kita bahas dulu tentang simple present tense.Yen wes, 
pertanyaan saya, simple present tense, saya gak akan bertanya apa itu simple 
present tense, ora, simple present tense ki pie kaitane , pernah mendengar 
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kata –kata atau kalimat atau ungkapan opo sik kaitane simple present tense. 
What it is?” 
Ss : (silent) 
T  : “Dah, Cuma dikit kan ya. Simple present tense itu ungkapane ngene.Mbak 
“they-we-I-you” tidak suka “s” bukan mbak “they-we-I-you” suka “s”.hla 
ngunu kui maksude pie? Kui cara mudah eMaksude ngene. Untuk subjek 
“they-we-I-you” kata kerjane kene ora ditambah “s” dan seterusnya.Bukan 
mbak “they-we-I-you” tag kek i garis bila subjek e”he-she-it” suka “s”. nik 
mbak “they-we-I-you” tidak suka “S”. kene ki oranek “s” e, ora nek, ora 
nek, ora nek.Contoh misalkan nik keneki dikasih kata kerja “fly”, kene yo” 
fly, fly, fly” .ngko nak nik kene, ngko seneng “S” dadi ditambai “s”. wes 
ngunui delok en kui. Yen rung mudeng yo ngunukui yen wes mudeng yo 
ngunu kui hahaha 
T : “The easy way to know the simple present tense that “they-we-I-you” not 
use “s/es “ but “He-she-it” use “s/es” in verb.Do you know what I mean?” 
Ss :“Yes” 
T : “Wes dah, sak iki sik negative, kui mau kan bentuk positif. Ngko kene 
enek “do not”, kata kerjane ora enek tambahan opo-opo. Hla sik siji nganggo 
“does not” hla iki jenenge nganggo “s”, ki hlo “s” ne nan kene ki gone “he-
she-it. atau ini subjek “they-we-I-you”  hla ini biasanya disingkat “don’t”.  
yen iki disingkat “doesn”t”. ngene ki tulisane, podo ki. Nek sik kene “he-
she-it”.Misale pie?Misale ki yen kalimate nganggo “I” “ I don’t know why 
“, aku tidak tahu mengapa “you said good bye” aku tidak tahu mengapa 
kamu? “Said” it dari kata “say” yaitu berkata, mengatakan.“Good bye?” 
Ss : “selamat tinggal” 
T :selamat tinggal. “I don’t know why you said good bye” , aku tidak tau 
mengapa kamu mengatakan selamat tinggal. terus, sik nak kene, iki nganggo 
“doesn’t”, misalkan “she doesn’t know “, dia tidak tahu. “she doesn’t 
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know”, dia tidak tahu.  Itu semua namanya kalimat min atau negative, thank 
you. 
T : untuk yang bentuk pertanyaan, hla kui sukar udah saya beritahu dari awal, 
yang paling mudah ki menentukan “to be”, opo “to be” ki? What is to be?. 
Ss : (silent) 
T : Don’t answer the definition, Jangan menjawab dengan pengertian atau 
definisinya. Misale koe tak tekok i, “gorengan” opo kui gorengan? Ojo 
menjawab gorengan adalah ….. bukan, wong kui sebutno ae gorengan kui, 
wes to paham to? Are you understand? 
Ss : yes sir 
T : he’em. “to be”, “what is to be?” 
Ss : (silent) 
T : yo mungkin aku ngajare rung penuh, tapi kui uwes og kayak e ndek mben 
kok. Baleni sik, koe ngrespono npertanyaanku sik yo? “gorengan, apa itu 
gorengan?” ndang koe njawab pie? 
S : bakwan, mendoan 
T : hla ngunu kae hlo, ojo njawab definisine pengertiane. Gorengan adalah 
sesuatu blab la bla, ora ngunu kui. Ora mudeng no, kangelan ngunu 
kui.Jangan terpantang seperti itu kalau menjawab.Jawab pokok e sik mbok 
ngerteni opo wae ngunu.Baleni, gorengan, opo kui mau mas? 
S : bakwan 
T : hla kui mau, opo meneh ? 
S : tempe 
T :hla, opo meneh? 
S : mendoan 
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T : hla mendoan wes paham? Understand? .sekarang “to be”, opo “to be?” 
S : is,am… 
T : hla sopo kui mau? Opo mas? 
S : is am are (soft speak) 
T : ora gelem banter og. Banter koyo aku ki hlo ben krungu.  “to be” opo iku 
“to be”.  
S : (silent) 
T : cah koe ki jane pie, hla cah sekolah ki nyat “ora saat e belajar koe ra 
kelingan ngunu? Sekolah ki kudu kelingan setiap saat ngunu kui kok. Yo pie 
carane nu ngunu nu. Ora kok ngertine pas sinau, hla pie nu.Wong anak 
sekian iki mosok ora enek sik kelingan. “to be” opo kui “to be?” 
S : kata ganti 
T : heeeee? Hehahha, koe ki sik jawab sik banter.Tak nik njobo nagnu, aku 
tetep krungu asal koe banter.Opo “to be” ki? 
S : kata ganti 
T : kataaa….. 
Ss : kata ganti 
T : we tag mlebu neh. “to be” opo kui “to be” 
Ss : Is, am, are 
T : Is, am are, dieleng-eleng. Tobe is, am, are. Remember , tobe (is, am, 
are)Maksude pie, hla kui ngko soale kan menentukan “to be” menentukan 
“to be” yang tepat. I am, You are she is. Tini, Tini? 
Ss : is 
T : hla we ngko nek rung mudeng rung ngerti. Aku nggumun pak edy ki galak, 
oraa.Ben mudeng kok koe ki kok.Tini? 
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Ss : “Is” 
T : “Roni?” 
Ss : “Is” 
T : “Paidi?” 
Ss : “Is” 
T : “Paino?” 
Ss : “Is” 
T : “Paino and paini? “ 
Ss : (silent) 
T : “Paino and paini?” 
Ss : “are” 
T : “are. Paino and paidi and paijo?” 
Ss : “are” 
T : “Are. Siti itu siti ini?Are.Koe yen ra mudeng konsep mesti bingung, nyandi 
to pak edy ki, hlo?  Yo ra? Hahahahah .nek wes mudeng konsep, koe ki 
mesti isoh mudeng. Nyandi ngunui mesti mudeng.Maksude nyandi arahe 
pembicaraan saya ini hlo, mudeng to?Wes, You and me?” 
Ss : “are” 
T : “are. A cat?” 
Ss : “is” 
T : “is. A dog?” 
Ss : “is” 
T : “is. A  boardmaker?” 
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Ss : “is” 
T : “On the table.Hlo ngunukui ngguran, kui ngko materi satu “to be” dua 
preposisi ketiga jenenge simple present tense tapi menggunakan “to be” .wes 
ketemu. Kui jenenge konsep, konsep ki anggere koe winau mudeng ki 
gampang kok.Learning is easy if you understand the concept. Belajar tu 
mudah yang penting paham dulu konsep, ning nik koe konsep gak paham, 
hla kui mau is, am, are, paidi, paimin ki  ra mudeng. Sik rung mudeng, takok 
o. I and Tini and Tino?” 
Ss : “Are” 
T : “Are. You?Are.You, you, you?Are. Maksude,  you ki isoh siji isoh loro 
isoh telu.Dadi isoh you kamu nik siji, yen okeh isoh you kalian atau kamu 
sekalian.Kamu paham tidak?Yen aku ngunu kui brati okeh ki.Paham?” 
S : “paham” 
T : sak iki yen wes paham, catet sik kui mau, write in your book. Tak kasih 
waktu five minutes. 
Ss : (student write) 
T : “Have youfinished? Can I erase it?” 
Ss : “Yes Sir” 
T : “Now, I will write some sentences, you must fill with to be. Sekarang 
pak edy akan menulis beberapa kalimat, nanti kalian isi dengan to be yang 
sesuai.” (teacher write in whiteboard) 
Ss : (write in book) 
3 minutes later 
T : “Wes yo, Let’s we do it together. Nanti langsung dijawab ya?Oke, 
number 1. My dress blablabla very wet. 
Ss : “Is” 
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T : “Yo kalian jawabe sama kalimate nu,,, dibaca satu kalimat sekalian, ora 
mung jawab is tok. Baleni !” 
Ss : “My dress is very wet” 
T : “Baik, my dress to be nya?” 
Ss : “Is” 
T : “Number 2, read together!” 
Ss : “The cat is cute” 
T : “Good. Cat to be-nya is. Number 3? 
Ss : “Salsa and Mirna are member in English Club” 
T : “next nomor 4?” 
Ss : “Zuna is a dentist” 
T : “Baik good. Saya rasa kalian sudah paham yo? Pokok e They are, I am, 
You are, We are, She is, He is, It is. Ngunu yo? 
Ss : “Nggih pak” 
T : “May I clean it (whiteboard)? 
Ss : “Yes Sir” 
T : Wes sak iki tentang simple present tense mau, what is simple present 
tense?” (write in whiteboard) 
Ss : (Silent) 
T : “(write in whiteboard) oke. Simple present tense is used in habitual action. 
Maksudnya, simple present tense itu digunakan untuk menyatakan suatu 
kebiasaan atau habitual action yang masih tetap dilakukan sampai sekarang. 
Kata kunci dari simple present tense biasanya menggunakan kata-kata 
seperti always, usually, sometimes, often, seldom, hardly, scarcely, rarely, 
everyday, everyweek, everymonth, every year dan sebagainya. Contoh: I 
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always go to traditional market in sunday. Aku selalu pergi ke traditional 
market di hari minggu. What is traditional market?” 
Ss : “Pasar” 
T : “ya, biasane koe yen minggu do melu nan pasar bukmu ora cah?” 
S : “buk e mboten tau ten pasar pak hehe” 
T : “woo, ra tau nan pasar, yawes rapopo sik penting traditional market ki 
artine pasar yo?” 
S : “nggih” 
T : “oke, disitu apa kata kuncinya?” 
Ss : “always” 
T : “ya good. Simple present tense itu diindikasikan dengan kata kerja bentuk 
pertama atau V1. Disitu kata kerjanya apa? 
Ss : “Go” 
T : “ya, jadi disitu sudah jelas ada always brarti kata kerjanya bentuk V1. 
Terus simple present tense juga digunakan untuk menyatakan hal-hal yang 
bersifat umum atau abadi. Contohe the earth revolves around the sun once in 
every 365 days. Artine bumi berputar mengitari matahari sekali setiap 365 
hari.Ini adalah hal yang bersifat abadi.Disitu kata kerjane opo?” 
Ss : “revolves” 
T : “ya revolves berasal dari kata revolse, kenapa ada tambahan “s”? karena 
bumi termasuk thing, benda dengan kata lain adalah “It”. Wes paham?” 
Ss : “paham” 
T : “wes sak iki dicatet sik nan buku!” 
Ss : (students write) 
T : “finished? Tak hapus yo yen uwiis?” 
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Ss : “nggih pak” 
T : “sak iki tak weh i soal yo, ad 20 soal (teacher write in whiteboard). Wes? 
Disitu kamu nanti ngisi kata kerja yang sesuai dengan kalimatnya. Yen 
during ngerti artine open your dictionary! ” 
Ss  : (students do activity) 
T : “Have you finished?” 
Ss : “beluum” 
T : “ini karena waktunya sudah habis, jadi buat PR dirumah. Nanti dikerjakan, 
besuk kita bahas bersama-sama.” 
Ss : “iya pak” 
T : “pokoknya ingat, kalian itu kudu paham konsep sik yo, simple present 
tense mau konsepe opo, wo pokoke kata kerja bentuk pertama utowo 
penggunaan to be bentuk is am are. Terus kejadian sik biasa terjadi, terus 
kejadian sik umum, ngunui dieleng-eleng, soale ki ngko kan ono deskriptif 
tentang orang dan animal atau hewan dan semua berkaitan denga  rumus 
simple present tense ini. Paham? Jadi you should learn everytime, 
remember your parents, they was work hard. Dadi sinau tenanan cah, 
mesakne ibu bapakmu sik wes kerjakeras nggo nyekolahne koe yo? Jadilah 
anak yang membanggakan untuk orang tuamu” 
Ss : “nggih pak” 
T : “Jadi tingkatkan kemampuanmu dalam bahasa Inggris, jadilah lebih baik 
dari sebelumnya dan kamu akan mendapatkan mimpimu atau tujuanmu, 
mengerti? 
Ss : “mengerti” 
T : “baik sampai sini, Please say hamdallah together!” 
Ss : “Alhamdulillahirobbil’Alamin” 
T : “Wassalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wbarokatuh” 
Ss : “Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh.” 
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APPENDIX 2.3 
TRANSCRIPT OF OBSERVATION 
 
Meeting : Third Observation 
Day :   Tuesday/16 May, 2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
Topic : Profession 
The Data Transcription: 
T : “Ayo masuk-masuk” 
Ss: (students come in class) 
T : “Reza, where is your chair?” 
S : (sit down in his chair) 
T : “sudah? Oke, Good morning everybody? 
Ss: “Good morning Sir. 
T : “How are you today? 
Ss: “I am fine. And you? 
T : “Im fine too thank you. Before we start our lesson, It is better for us to say 
basmallah together” 
Ss: “Bismillahirrohmanirrohim 
T : “Where is your friend?” 
S : “Bayta…itu pak 
T : “ya” 
S : “She is sick Sir 
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T : “ya semoga cepat sembuh ya, kita doakan bersama-sama.” 
Ss: “ya pak” 
T : “Okay, oh I look the floor is dirty. First, please sweep the floor and pick up 
therubbish under table or chair!Ayo bersihkan dulu, buang sampahnya ke 
tempatsampah.Ben nyaman belajare.” 
Ss : (students sweep the floor and pick up the rubbish) 
(5-6 miutes later) 
T : “dah? Allright, Alhamdulillah, the class cleaned. Are you feeling better than 
before?  
Ss: (silent) 
T :“Are you feel better than before? Pie cah, merasa lebih baik dari sebelum 
dibersihkan opo setelah dibersihkan? 
Ss : “setelah dibersihkan 
T : “Hla yo ngunu, yen belajar kelase bersih ki penak, nyaman. Ora pating 
klumbruk sampahe. Okay back, in previous meeting we learned about simple 
present tense, right? 
Ss: “yes 
T : “ya, kemarin kan kita sudah mempelajari tentang simple present tense, now we 
learn about profession, because the indicator of profession is simple present 
tense .nah sekarang kita memasuki profession. What is profession? 
Ss: (silent) 
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T : “Lagi ndik ingi mosok wes do lali, Don’t afraid to try speak or 
answer.Jangan takut untuk mencoba berbicara atau menjawab. Tak baleni, 
what is profession?” 
Ss: “Pekerjaan” 
T :“Example of profession, what?Opo wae contohe?” 
Ss: “Guru” 
T : “nah, opo meneh” 
Ss: “Dokter, Penyanyi, Artis” 
T : “yo hok o ngunu kui. Contohe teacher, doctor, singer, dan lain-lain. Sak iki 
cobo buka LKS e, Open your book page 20. Wes?” 
Ss: “(open the book), sudah” 
T : “Disitu ada material summary point A, sudah? You must listen and repeat 
afterme.Kalian nanti dengarkan pak guru dulu baru setelahnya kalian yang 
speak.Tapi dalam konteks ini satu nomor saja dulu, nanti kalian mencari arti 
duludari isi percakapan sesuai gambar.” 
T : “Number 1 point a. Keyla: what does your father do?” 
Ss : “What does your father do?” 
T : “My father is a fisherman. He catches fishes. 
Ss: “My father is a fisherman. He catches fishes. 
T : “That’s nice Rudi 
Ss: “That’s nice Rudi. 
T : “Good, what does your father do?Opo artine? 
Ss: (silent) 
T : “Artine, ben ki nomor siji go contoh, ngko liane koe tak takoni kudu mudeng. 
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what does you father do? Apa pekerjaan ayahmu? .my father is a fisherman. 
Ayahku adalah seorang nelayan. He catches fishes. Dia menangkap ikan-ikan. 
     That’s nice. Itu menyenangkan rudi. Sak iki balenono sak artine, yo 
Ss: “Kayla: what does you father do? .kayla: apa pekerjaan ayahmu? 
Rudi : he is a fisherman. He catches fishes. Dia seorang nelayan. Dia 
menangkap ikan-ikan. 
      Kayla : that’s nice Rudi. Itu menyenangkan Rudi. 
T : “Good. Brarti fisherman ki opo?What is fisherman?” 
Ss: “Nelayan” 
T : “Ya, sekarang pak guru beri waktu untuk memahami dan menerjemahkan 
kata-kata yang sulit dulu, amati gambarnya, terus kata-kata yang belum tau, 
cari tau di kamus. 
Ss: “Ya pak 
T : “wes? selanjutnya yang b tolong dibaca dan diartikan sekalian, Salsa tolong 
dibaca 
S : “Rudi-“ what does your father do?”apa pekerjaan ayahmu? 
     Kayla-“ he is a doctor. He treats human disease, injuries, pain, and other 
conditions. “Dia adalah seorang dokter. Dia mengobati orang sakit , terluka, 
dan kondisi lainya.  
Rudi- “Amazing. “Luar biasa 
T : “Good. What is doctor?” 
Ss: “Dokter” 
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T : “Next point c. please, hanifah read loudly and your translate!” 
S : “Doni –“ Ahmad, What does your father do?” Ahmad, apa pekerjaan ayahmu? 
       Ahmad – “My father is a farmer. He plants rice on the farm” ayahku seorang  
petani. Dia menanam padi di lading. 
       Doni – “that’s great” itu bagus 
T : “Ya, what is farmer?” 
Ss: “petani” 
T : “next point d. Azmi, please read loudly and your translate! 
S : Anis- “what does your mother do?” apa pekerjaan ibumu? 
     Laura – “ she is a housewife. She takes care of me, my family, and our house.” 
Dia adalah seorang ibu rumah tangga. Dia menyayangiku, keluargaku dan 
rumah kita.  
     Anis – “that’s excellent” itu baik sekali 
T : “Okey, what is a housewife?” 
Ss: “seorang ibu rumah tangga” 
T : “hok’ o. sopo sik buk e nan omah, Ibu mu doan nan umah resik resik omah, 
urung ngurus koe, ngurusi maem, ngurusi okeh. Dadi ojo wani mbi ibukmu yo 
cah? You must love and guard her in everytime. Right kembali, the last 
point e, Ibnu please read aloudly! 
S : Laura- what does your mother do? Laura apa pekerjaan ibumu? 
     Anis – My mother is a nurse. She takes care for people who are ill or injured.  
Ibuku adalah perawat.Dia merawat orang yang sakit atau terluka. 
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     Laura – That’s very good. Itu sangat bagus. 
T : “Okay, good. Sampai disini sudah paham? 
Ss: “sudah” 
T : “Sekarang dibuka latihannya, page 11 task 5. Kalian harus membaca deskripsi 
tentang profesinya dan menjawab apa profesinya. Example number 1, this man 
works in a hospital. He cures sick people. Kalau deskripsinya seperti ini,kiro 
kiro profesine ki opo cah? What is his profession?” 
Ss : “Dokter” 
T : “pinter, kui mau artine opo to?” 
Ss: “Laki-laki ini bekerja di rumah sakit. Dia mengobati orang sakit” 
T : “Barti kalian wes paham. Ngko dilanjutne digarap yo, do it number 2 until 10 
with the translate!” 
Ss: “Yes Sir” 
T :“Finish it after 15 minutes please! Kalau ada kata-kata yang sekiranya sangat 
susah, kalian tidak tahu, bias bertanya ke pak edy” 
(15 minutes lates) 
T : “oke, have you finished?” 
Ss: “Finished” 
T : “Now, kita bahas bersama-sama”. Number 2, Tyas, please read and answer 
number 2 aloudly!” 
S : “This man is skillful at cooking. He works in a restaurant or hotel. Laki-laki ini 
mahir dalam memasak.Dia bekerja di restoran atau hotel. Jawabanya chef 
T : “Good. The answer is a chef”. Next, syifa, could you read and answer 
number 3? 
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S : “Yes Sir. Number 3, this man is responsible for the safety of pedestrians. He 
also directs the traffics. The answer is Policeman.” 
T : “artinya apa mbak syifa?” 
S : “laki-laki ini bertanggung jawab untuk keselamatan pejalan kaki. Dia juga 
mengatur jalan.Jawabanya adalah polisi lalu lintas.” 
T : “oke very good. Next, kanega, please read and answer number 4! 
S : “this man is skillful at cutting people’s hair. The answer is barber.” 
T : “Artinya apa mas?” 
S : “laki-laki ini mahir dalam menggunting rambut orang. Jawabanya tukang 
cukur 
T : “good. Then, Hayu please read and answer number 5! 
S : “this man is skillful in making chairs and tables. Laki-laki ini mahir dalam 
membuat kursi dan meja. Jawabanya yaitu carpenter atau tukang kayu.” 
T : “ya. Next, Arif, please read and answer number 6!” 
S : “yes Sir. This woman usually helps doctors to treat patiences. Wanita ini selalu 
membantu dokter untuk merawat pasien-pasien. The answer is nurse atau 
perawat.” 
T : “very good. Next, Ichsan please read and answer number 7! 
S : “this woman is skillful in making clothes. Wanita ini mahir dalam membuat 
pakaian. The answer is tailor atu penjahit. 
T : “good. Then, Lusiana, could you read and anwer number 8?” 
S : “Yes sir. This man repairs water pipes. Laki-laki ini memperbaiki saluran air. 
The answer is plumber atau tukang pipa. 
T : “next, number 9. Reza, please read and answer number 9!” 
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S : “the man sells meat. Laki-laki menjual daging.Jawabanya tukang daging atau 
butcher.” 
T : “The last, Lutfia please answer! 
S : “This man or woman treats patient’s teeth. Laki-laki ini atau wanita ini 
merawat gigi pasien. The answer is Dentist atau doker gigi.” 
T : “Baik, dari latihan tadi, saya kira kalian sudah mengerti semua. Saya yakin 
kalian sudah paham, benar?” 
Ss: “ya pak” 
T : “Dari materi profession mungkin ada yang masih bingung, silakan bertanya 
kalau masih bingung, ini nanti di soal UAS ada kayaknya. Any question?” 
Ss : “No” 
T : “Jadi ini tadi materi tentang profession, what is profession?” 
Ss: “profesi atau pekerjaan” 
T : “gampang to yo? Aku yakin do isoh suk pas UAS” 
Ss: “In Syaa Allah pak” 
T : “Next meeting we will learn about describing people and animal, it will better 
if you learn it in house first, so tomorrow you know about describe people 
and animals.Jadi, alangkah lebih baiknya kalau kalian nanti dirumah 
mempelajari dulu tentang teks prosedur.Dibuka bukunya, ada dihalaman berapa 
saya lupa.Dibuka ya nanti bukunya?” 
Ss: “Ya paak” 
T : “Baik karena waktu sudah habis, please say Hamdallah together” 
Ss: “Alhamdulillahirobbil ‘Alamin” 
T : “Wassalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh, see you tomorrow” 
Ss : “Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh, see you too” 
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APPENDIX 2.4 
TRANSCRIPT OF OBSERVATION 
 
Meeting: Fourth Observation 
Day :  Monday / 22 Mey,  2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
Topic : Describing people and animals 
 
The Data Transcription: 
T : “Assalamualaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” 
Ss: “Wa’alaikumsalam warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” 
T :“How are you today?” 
Ss: “Im fine. And you” 
T:“Im fine too, Alhamdulillah. Please,  let’s say hamdallah together this 
morning” 
Ss: “Alhamdulillahirobbil ‘Alamin” 
T : “Why we say hamdallah? Because Allah our God give us everything. 
Karena Tuhan Allah memberikan kita everything.what is everything? 
T : “Everything. Oh my God. Hla yo no koe kui kelas 7B ngunu kok. 
Everything?hey, what is everything?” 
Ss: “Semuanya” 
T :“Semuanya, segalanya, segala sesuatu. Everything dieling-eling” (singing) 
haha esuk-esuk ngene wes rengeng-rengeng.  Just kidding, Okay thank you 
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very much.okey this morning, I come here for the second. Saya masuk kelas  
ini untuk yang kedua soalnya tadi kan konteksnya sebagai guru pembimbing 
tadaruz dan yang ini sebagai guru bahasa Inggris.” 
T:“where ?(sambil menunjuk tempat duduk)you don’t know? Syifa at ?” 
S :“keluar” 
T :“keluar, but hafizd? Absent?” 
S :“nggih” 
T :“anybody know about happen? What happen to hafizd?” 
Ss: “I don’t know” 
T :“I don’t know. Now latter?Allright.maaf tadi sudah saya sampaikan do 
sinau pie carane nek pelajaran kui orasah belajar tapi kelingan terus ngunu hlo  
dadi yo pie carane terserahlah, memang materi banyak pelajaran dan harus 
menghafalkan sesuatu yang inti yang harus dihafalkan dan dipahami. Itu  
namanya konsep, ngko nek mudeng gampang. Okey. 
S :“Assalamu’alaikum” 
T :“Wa’alaikumsalam, ni nanti descriptive text, sit down! (menyuruh siswa yang 
terlambat untuk duduk).Where are you from? Mbak syifa, where are you? 
S :“office” 
T :“office, yea.Minal… kantor ki opo?” 
S :“office” 
T : “Ya kembali, hari ini kita akan mempelajari tentang describing people and 
animals. Apa itu?” 
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Ss : “Deskripsi tentang orang dan hewan-hewan” 
T : “Jadi kalian nanti akan mengamati gambar dan mengidentifikasi sifat-sifat  
orang, binatang, benda berdasarkan konteks. Disini nanti ada physical 
appearance. Physical itu fisik. Fisik itu lahiriyah yang tampak, nik orang tubuh  
iki jenenge fisik. Jadi fisik itu lahiriah Nampak ning yen seng ra ketok, psikis. 
     Physic psikis wes pokok e ngunu kui. Psikis ki kejiwaan, psikologi ora ketok. 
Dah?Ketok e misalnya hanya lewat deskripsi, e expresi maksud saya. Koyo 
aku iki kan, koe nonton aku ki ketok e fisik e ceria bahagia hla ngunu kui hlo, 
kui ki ra ketok, karena hanya dilihat dari expresi ungkapan seseorang, cara 
memandang cara melihat karakter senyum, utowo woo kui galk wi, hla ngunui 
sogmben yen koe kuliah ono jurusane. Missal didelok soko carane dek e bicara 
ki iso ngerti, misale koyo pas siding ka hlo, sidang opo kae, alah kae hlo?” 
S : “sidang mirna” 
T : “hla wong ngunu kui jenenge wong ahli opo ngunum kejiwaan . tapi semua itu 
tidak dijamin, maksudnya tidak 100% bener semua endak no, yen bener kabeh 
Gusti Allah nu yo, tapi 99% dari hasil ahli tersebut mendekati bener. Misale  
koe nik ngguyu ngunu kae kok ngene? Hla kui ngguyu bohong opo ngguyu  
tulus ngunu kui hlo. Sak iki rasah sinau ilmu adoh-adoh, saiki asalkan koe  
terbiasa ngunu kui wes mudeng ko ya, makane jadi orang peduli orang, jadi  
ngerti kui ki ngapusi ngunui ngerti, ngguyune ngece wi, ahahahah. Hla yen iki  
mau nggyune ngguyu lucu tenanan. Dah kembali, physic physical appearance,  
penampilan. Nik coro bahasane kene, penampakan, ha ngunu yo intuk,  
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appearance penampilan performance. Hla terus disini nanti kamu mengamati 
terus dianalisa baru disimpulkan. Contohe kamu nanti mengamati gambar terus    
mbuk analisi, oh wong kui lemu, oh wong kui tinggi ngunu ki jenenge  
nganalisis utowo ngidentifikasi” 
S : “Pie maksude?” 
T : “saya? Haha, maksude hla pie maksude, belum paham?” 
S : “mboten og pak, iki hlo pak ndemok I ngeneki” 
T : “ha? Pie san maksudmu?” 
S : “niki hlo pak, kok ngeneki, niki og, niiki ngene,,, “ 
T : “wooo, sik sik kui mau jenenge sinau menganalisa ki ngunu kui mau, “ 
Ss: “hahahahaha” 
T : “ning sik di analisa sebatas?” 
Ss: “jari” 
T : “sebatas jari, ndi nonton gunmu ndii? (touch student’s hand to give example  
about the way to analyze physic), kosek ngunu hlo, nggunamu og ngene? “ 
Ss: “hahahhaha” 
T : “dah? Kui mau jenenge menganalisis, terus kesimpulane pie?” 
Ss: “hihihi” 
T : “ahahahha, kesimpulane pie terusan zak? Sik, nik aku rung isoh nyimpulke  
kok. Ning mbuh bener ura yo mbuh, nah ohh ternyata nik soyo tuo ki nyelot 
gede, ki kesimpulanku hlo. Kunu jik enom yo jik cilik jarine, nik ra percoyo  
bandingkan, yang kedua, koe ra tau kepanasen to?” 
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S : (silent) 
T : “orang yang sering kepanasan akan cenderung pori-porinya besar, karena 
untuk keluarnya air pada saat pembakaran tubuh mengeluarkan keringat, dadi 
keringate metu akhire pori-porine besar. Ning nik wonge ra tau kringeten wi 
brati wonge ra sehat. Ahahhahaah, kui ora ndongakne, kui ngandakke guran. 
Dadi sik pori-porine tertutup kui keluar keringate kecil, hla kui ra sehat. Yen  
koyo pak edi ngeneki sehat , mulakno rodok ireng, rodok?” 
Ss: “ireng” 
T : “ ojo putih-putih dadi uwong ki, wa terus sesuk, koe ngko tekan ngomah 
ngoco, aku og putih yo, wah tak ning panas weh hla ngunu kui ya hahahha” 
Ss: “hahahahahha” 
T : “pie hok’o yak? Koe ngko tekan ngomah langsung dede? Ngko ditakoni 
pakmu, ngopo nduk koe kin an panasan? Aku melu-melu pak edy og pak, hla  
hahahha. Wes bali ke materi. Open your book page 137, activity 2!  
Ss: (students open book) 
T : “disitu ada this is my backyard. What is backyard? backyard?” 
Ss: “Halaman belakang” 
T : “nah, halaman belakang. Please, observe the picture and describe it! Kalian 
silakan amati dulu gambar yang ada dan juga apa yang mereka lakukan,  
ataupun fisik-fisiknya itu.” 
Ss: (students observe the picture) 
T :“what do you think about the boy?yen gon contohe kan the boy is 
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handsome. He is diligent. He is kind to animals, nah menurut kalian apa lagi 
yang kalian jumpai dari melihat gambar tersebut?” 
S : “the boy use glasses” 
T : “very good mbak syifa. Anyone please, give your opinion! Tolong berikan 
pendapat kalian.” 
S :”he use yellow clothes” 
T : “good. Nah itu ya. Sekarang what do you think about the girl?” 
S : “the girl is beautiful” 
S : “the girl has short hair” 
T : “very good, any other?” 
S : “she has black hair, she has white skin” 
T : “good mbak syifa. Jadi perempuan itu cantik, punya rambut pendek, punya  
rambut hitam, kulitnya putih. Next, what do you think about the 
grandfather?” 
Ss: “the grandfather is old, he has white hair. Kulitnya keriput ” 
T : “keriput apa bahasa Inggrisnya? Wrinkled. Jadi kulit keriput apa? 
Ss: “Wrinkled skin” 
T : “oke you are very good. Now, page 141 activity 6. Please observe the  
pictures,  and read the sentences!” 
Ss: (observe the picture) 
T : “Do you understand the sentences?” 
Ss: “yaa” 
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T : “oke, I have curly hair. What about you? Aku mempunyai rambut keriting. 
What is curly?” 
Ss: “keriting” 
T : “Alifka, please read the first sentence! Tolong yang kalimat pertama sama 
artinya” 
S : “She’s tall. Her hair is straight. Her skin is smooth. Artinya dia tinggi. 
Rambutnya lurus.Kulitnya lembut.” 
T : “good. Hair ki rambut, straight?” 
Ss: “lurus” 
T : “straight hair?” 
Ss : “rambut lurus” 
T : “ya good. What is skin?” 
Ss: “kulit” 
T :“smooth skin?” 
Ss: “kulit lembut” 
T : “next, Muh arif please read and translate the second sentences!” 
S : “he is thin. He has sharp eyes. He has a pointed nose. Artinya dia laki-laki  
kurus. Dia punya mata yang tajam.Dia punya hidung yang mancung.” 
T : “balenono cah, bareng-bareng” 
Ss : “he is thin. He has sharp eyes. He has a pointed nose. Artinya dia laki-laki  
kurus. Dia punya mata yang tajam.Dia punya hidung yang mancung.” 
T : “Thin, what is thin?” 
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Ss: “kurus” 
T :“sharp eyes, what it is?” 
Ss: “mata tajam” 
T : “pointed nose, what it is?” 
Ss : “hidung mancung.” 
T : “great. Very good. Yen koe do pointed nose ora cah? Hahah” 
S : “pointed pak” 
T : “ndi nonton! Hla ki pointed tenan, pointed kedalam, mancung kedalam  
hahahahha, alias ? 
Ss : “pesek haha” 
T : “nah dadi physical appearance orang ki banyak ya, ono sik lemu,kuru, putih,  
ireng, rambute kriting, rambut lurus hla amergo direbonding haha. Terus ono 
irung mancung/pesek, ngko ono bibir tebal bibir tipis, ada lagi mata sipit 
berbinar tajam dan lain lain sik isoh utowo ketok didelok ngunu kui. Untuk  
lebih detailnya tentang describe people ini nanti, kalian tolong nanti dirumah 
mengamati anggota keluarga kalian, yo bapakmu ibumu mbakmu masmu.  
Missal bapak berjenggot, punya kumis, matanya sipit. Hla ngunui, ki dadi PR  
yo? Describe your family members!” 
Ss: “Iya pak” 
T : “selanjutnya describing animals. Untuk animal ini nanti beda. Students, 
please look the pictures!Silakan diamati dulu, dilihat ada apa saja, lagi ngopo.” 
Ss: (students observe the pictures) 
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T :“Listen and repeat after me!Dengarkan dan ulangi setelah saya ya?” 
Ss: “Ya” 
T : “The dog has fur. The cat has fur” 
Ss: “The dog has fur. The cat has fur” 
T : “The duck has feathers. The chicken has feathers.” 
Ss: “The duck has feathers. The chicken has feathers.” 
T : “The fish has scales. The snake has scales” 
Ss : “The fish has scales. The snake has scales” 
T : “oke good. The dog has fur, the cat has fur, what is the meaning? Fur fur? 
Ss: “bulu. Anjing mempunyai bulu, kucing mempunyai bulu” 
T : “bagus. The duck has feathers. The chicken has feathers. What is the  
meaning?” 
Ss: “Bebek mempunyai bulu-bulu. Ayam mempunyai bulu-bulu.” 
T : “dadi feather ki yo bulu, kok anjing mbi kucing pake fur pak? Dadi bulu  
kucing mbi ayam ki bedo yo cah, bulu anjing mbi bebek ki yo bedo, yen bulu  
anjing kucing ngunu kae pie?” 
S : “njrabut njrabut alus pak” 
T : “hahah yo kui isoh, good. Jenis bulune ki bedo. Teros, The fish has scales. The 
snake has scales. What it is?” 
Ss: “ikan mempunyai sisik. Ular mempunyai sisik” 
T : “ya, scale ki sisik. Lanjut activity 14. Kalian amati dulu, kata-kata yang belum 
tau bias dicari tau lewat kamus atau bertanya pasa saya” 
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2 minutes later 
T : “dah, sekarang listen and repeat after me! What does a bird look like?” 
Ss: “what does a bird look like?” 
T : “It has feathers, a beak, and wings” 
Ss : “It has feathers, a beak, and wings” 
T : “what does a rabbit look like?” 
Ss: “what does a rabbit look like?” 
T : “it has fur, two long ears, and a small tail.” 
Ss: “it has fur, two long ears, and a small tail.” 
T : “Oke. What does a bird look like? Apa yang terlihat dari burung itu?” 
Ss: “dia punya bulu, paruh dan sayap” 
T : “ya good. What does a rabbit look like?Apa yang terlihat atau Nampak dari 
kelinci itu?” 
Ss: “Dia punya bulu, dua telinga panjang dan ekor kecil” 
T : “very good. Pinter-pinter kok pokok e. baik sampai sini sudah paham jelas apa 
bingung? understand? 
Ss: “In Syaa Allah Sir” 
T : “Ini berhubung waktunya mau habis, disitu halaman selanjutnya ada activity 
15, nanti juga buat PR ya. Please write down animals you can find 
aroundyou and their physical appearance, itu maksudnya nanti kamu 
lanjutkan menulis sesuai yang ada dikolom. Missal itu ada kupu-kupu, physical 
appearance nyacolorful, small, pretty. Hla nanti dirumah kamu mengamati 
binatang apa saja yang kamu lihat, terus ditulis penampilan fisiknya, biasane 
sik sering angon ngunui mesti weruh okeh naa hahaha” 
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Ss : “hahahh” 
T : “Dadi PR e ono 2, sik siji deskripsike penampilan fisik e anggota keluargamu 
koyo sik nduwur mau ambi deskripsi fisik e animal binatang. Do not play 
everytime !You must learn! Soale ki mendekati ujian cah, dolane dikurangi,    
yen perlu rasah dolanan sik, yo? Dirampungne sik ngko PR e, age dolan r  popo, 
penting sinau e ojo lali. Sinau sik tenanan.Ya?” 
Ss: “nggih pak” 
T : “great. Please, say hamdallah together” 
Ss: “Alhamdulillah hirobbil’Alamin” 
T : “Wasslamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” 
Ss: “Wassalamu’alaikum warohmatullahi wabarokatuh” 
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Table A3.1 Analysis of Types Directive Speech Acts used by the Teacher in 
Teaching English 
at the Seventh Grade MTs N Tinawas in Academic Year 2016/2017 
 
Day :Wednesday, 10 May 2017 
Class : 7A (PK) 
Topic : Things Around Me 
 
 
N
o 
Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech 
Acts 
Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech 
Acts 
Req 
Co
m 
For Sug 
D
L 
DN
L 
IL INL 
I D 
M
A 
Y
Y 
T : “Good morning students?” 
Ss: “Good morning, Sir” 
  
  
      
02 T : ”How are you?” 
Ss: “Im fine and you?” 
  
  
      
03 T : “I am fine too thank you. Before we start our lesson, 
Please say basmallah together 
Ss: Bismillahirrohmanirrohim 
  
  
      
04 T : “Are you complete in class?” 
Ss: “Yes Sir” 
  
  
      
05 T : “Oh my God, get it for me!” 
S: (take the boardmaker) 
  
  
      
06 T : “What is the meaning things in my bag?” 
Ss: barang-barang didalam tasku 
  
  
      
07 T : “Sharpener? Sharpener ki opo to?” 
Ss: (silent) 
  
  
      
08 T : “Thermometer, opo kui? What is thermometer?” 
Ss: (silent) 
  
  
      
09 T : “What is things in classroom? “opo kui things in 
classroom? Classroom? 
Ss: barang-barang di dalam kelas 
  
  
      
10 T : “Open your book, page seratus dua belas.”           
11 T : “Coba kalian kerjakan dulu untuk pemahaman dulu saja, kan 
gampang to kui? Disitu ada gambar barang-barang di kelas. 
Please label the pictures using the words in the box!” 
  
  
      
12 T : “Terus, open book page 115. Buka buku halaman seratus 
limabelas. Langsung nan aktivitas 3” 
  
  
      
13 T :” please name the things in the pictures, and then describe 
them orally.” 
  
  
      
14 T : “penghapus? Eraser?”           
15 T : “You must try to speak, Don’t afraid if your opinion is 
wrong, kamu harus mencoba berbicara, jangan takut salah. 
Wong kabeh ki belajar, pak guru yo belajar kowe yo belajar.” 
  
  
      
16 T : “finish? Sudah selesai ?”           
17 T :“Begin from activity 1, look your work.            
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N
o 
Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech 
Acts 
Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech 
Acts 
Req 
Co
m 
For Sug 
D
L 
DN
L 
IL INL 
I D 
M
A 
Ss: (student ready) 
18 T : ”Look at picture number 1! (A)  What is it?(B) Apa itu 
gambar pada nomor 1?” 
Ss: “globe” 
 
(
B
) 
 
 
 
(A) 
      
19 T: “Terus picture number two, what is it?” 
Ss:” jam atau a clock” 
  
  
      
20 T :”yaa terus, number 3?” 
Ss: a picture , gambar 
  
  
      
21 T : “okey, sekarang Please repeat the name of pictures. Coba 
ulang nama-nama barang tadi, urutkan dari nomor Satu” 
S: (silent) 
  
  
      
22 T : “Could you try to speak, please?”           
23 T: “Untuk semua ya, Don’t afraid to speak  karena jawaban 
mungkin salah, semua ki belajar, pak guru yo iseh belajar.” 
  
  
      
24 T :”Gives the example of it?” 
Ss: “ruang tamu kamar tidur…..” 
  
  
      
25 T : “Good, then?” 
Ss: “dapur, toilet….” 
  
  
      
26 T : “Good. Living room, what is living room?” 
Ss: “ruang tamu” 
  
  
      
27 T : “Ya, ruang tamu. Bedroom? What is bedroom?” 
Ss: “kamar tidur” 
  
  
      
28 T : “Kitchen, what is Kitchen?” 
Ss: “Dapur” 
  
  
      
29 T : “Bathroom, what is bathroom?” 
Ss: “Toilet” 
  
  
      
30 T :” And then the dining room, what is it?” 
Ss: “Ruang makan” 
  
  
      
31 T : “The first part is living room, what kind the things you 
found in living room?” 
Ss: “Television, shofa, vas bunga, lemari” 
  
  
      
32 T : “Next part is bedroom, what kind the things you have in 
bedroom?” 
Ss: “Bantal, guling, kasur, buku, boneka” 
  
  
      
33 T: “Iyo, pillow, bolster, book, doll, clock , any other?” 
S: “cupboard” 
  
  
      
34 T : “sekarang part of kitchen, What kind of things you find in 
kitchen?” 
Ss: “Kompor, kulkas, gas” 
  
  
      
35 T : “There are stove, refrigerator, pan, oven, knife etc. What is 
stove?” 
Ss: (silent) 
  
  
      
36 T : “Open your dictionary if you don’t know the word!. Tak           
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Types of Directive Speech 
Acts 
Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech 
Acts 
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m 
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D
L 
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L 
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M
A 
baleni, what is stove?” 
Ss: “Kompor” 
37 T : “Naa, what is refrigerator?” 
Ss: “Kulkas” 
  
  
      
38 T : “what is pan?” 
Ss: “panci” 
  
  
      
39 T : “Next, bathroom, kamar mandi. What kind of things you 
have in bathroom?” 
Ss: “sabun, shampo, gayung, tisu toilet, pasta gigi, sikat gigi, 
handuk.” 
  
  
      
40 T : “Try in English please! Open dictionary first! Sak iki 
genti koe sik bahasa Inggrisne, 
       ndang tak tunggu, yen sik ra ono utowo ra reti iso takon” 
S : (a student raise his hand) “tisu toilet tidak ada pak?” 
  
  
      
41 T : “Okay, ini ada temanmu yang Tanya bahasa Inggrisnya tisu 
toilet. Anyone know what is “tisu” toilet?” 
S : “Toilet paper” 
  
  
      
42 T : “yaaa, sik banter mas ben do krungu, Speak aloudly 
please!” 
S : “Toilet paper” 
  
  
      
43 T : “very good. The last, dining room, what the kind of things 
you have in dining room?” 
Ss: “piring, meja, kursi, gelas, sendok, kulkas” 
  
  
      
44 T : “baik, saya kira kalian sudah paham, right?” 
Ss: “In syaa Allah Sir” 
  
  
      
45 T : “Kalian bisa belajar lagi nanti dirumah, You should open 
your book in house” 
Ss: “Iya pak” 
  
  
      
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Table A3.2 Analysis of Directive Speech Acts used by the Teacher in 
Teaching English 
at the Seventh Grade MTs N Tinawas in Academic Year 2016/2017 
 
Day : Wednesday, 17 May 2017 
Class : 7A (PK) 
Topic : Simple Present Tense 
 
No Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech 
Acts 
Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech 
Acts 
Req 
Com For Sug 
D
L 
DNL IL INL 
I D 
M
A 
46 T : “Good morning students?” 
Ss : “Good morning Sir” 
          
47 T : “How are you today?” 
Ss : “Im fine and You?”           
48 T : “baik ni nanti materinya sebenarnya profession tapi 
indikatore mengidentifikasi simple present tense Hla 
kui sik angel. Makanya sebelum kita ke profession, 
kita bahas dulu tentang simple present tense. Yen 
wes, pertanyaan saya, simple present tense, saya gak 
akan bertanya apa itu simple present tense, ora, 
simple present tense ki pie kaitane , pernah 
mendengar kata –kata atau kalimat atau ungkapan 
opo sik kaitane simple present tense. What is it?” 
Ss : (silent) 
          
49 T : “The easy way to know the simple present tense 
that “they-we-I-you” not use “s/es “ but “He-she-it” 
use “s/es” in verb. Do you know what I mean?” 
Ss : “Yes” 
          
50 T : “Wes dah, sak iki sik negative, kui mau kan bentuk 
positif. Ngko kene enek “do not”, kata kerjane ora 
enek tambahan opo-opo. Hla sik siji nganggo “does 
not” hla iki jenenge nganggo “s”, ki hlo “s” ne nan 
kene ki gone “he-she-it. atau ini subjek “they-we-I-
you”  hla ini biasanya disingkat “don’t”.  yen iki 
disingkat “doesn”t”. ngene ki tulisane, podo ki. Nek 
sik kene “he-she-it”. Misale pie? Misale ki yen 
kalimate nganggo “I” “ I don’t know why “, aku 
tidak tahu mengapa “you said good bye” aku tidak 
tahu mengapa kamu? “Said” it dari kata “say” yaitu 
berkata, mengatakan.“Good bye?” 
Ss : “selamat tinggal” 
 
         
51 T : “untuk yang bentuk pertanyaan, hla kui sukar udah 
saya beritahu dari awal, yang paling mudah ki 
menentukan “to be”, opo “to be” ki? What is to be?.  
Ss : (silent) 
          
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No Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech 
Acts 
Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech 
Acts 
Req 
Com For Sug 
D
L 
DNL IL INL 
I D 
M
A 
52 T : “Don’t answer the definition (A), Jangan 
menjawab dengan pengertian atau definisinya. 
Misale koe tak tekok i, “gorengan” opo kui 
gorengan? Ojo menjawab gorengan adalah ….. 
bukan, wong kui sebutno ae gorengan kui, wes to 
paham to? Do you understand?” (B) 
Ss : “yes sir” 
 
(
B
) 
   
 
(A) 
     
53 T : “he’em. “to be”, “what is to be?”  
Ss : (silent)           
54 T : “hla mendoan wes paham? Understand? . sekarang 
“to be”, opo “to be?” 
S : “is,am…” 
          
55 T : “Is, am are, dieleng-eleng. Tobe is, am, are. 
Remember , tobe (is, am, are) Maksude pie, hla kui 
ngko soale kan menentukan “to be” menentukan “to 
be” yang tepat. I am, You are she is. Tini, Tini?” 
Ss : “Is” 
          
56 T : hla we ngko nek rung mudeng rung ngerti. Aku 
nggumun pak edy ki galak, oraa. Ben mudeng kok 
koe ki kok. Tini? 
Ss : Is 
          
57 T : “Roni?” 
Ss : “Is”           
58 T : “Paidi?” 
Ss : “Is”           
59 T : “Paino?” 
Ss : “Is”           
60 T : “Paino and paini? “ 
Ss : (silent)           
61 T : “Paino and paini?” 
Ss : “are”           
62 T : “are. Paino and paidi and paijo?” 
Ss : “are”           
63 T : “Are. Siti itu siti ini? Are. Koe yen ra mudeng 
konsep mesti bingung, nyandi to pak edy ki, hlo?  Yo 
ra? Hahahahah . nek wes mudeng konsep, koe ki 
mesti isoh mudeng. Nyandi ngunui mesti mudeng. 
Maksude nyandi arahe pembicaraan saya ini hlo, 
mudeng to? Wes, You and me?” 
Ss : “are” 
          
64 T : “are. A cat?” 
Ss : “is”           
65 T : “is. A dog?”           
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No Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech 
Acts 
Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech 
Acts 
Req 
Com For Sug 
D
L 
DNL IL INL 
I D 
M
A 
Ss : “is” 
66 T : “is. A  boardmaker?” 
Ss : “is”           
67 T : “On the table. Hlo ngunukui ngguran, kui ngko 
materi satu “to be” dua preposisi ketiga jenenge 
simple present tense tapi menggunakan “to be” . wes 
ketemu. Kui jenenge konsep, konsep ki anggere koe 
winau mudeng ki gampang kok.  Learning is easy if 
you understand the concept. Belajar tu mudah yang 
penting paham dulu konsep, ning nik koe konsep gak 
paham, hla kui mau is, am, are, paidi, paimin ki  ra 
mudeng. Sik rung mudeng, takok o. I and Tini and 
Tino?” 
Ss : “Are” 
 
         
68 T : sak iki yen wes paham, catet sik kui mau, write in 
your book. Tak kasih waktu five minutes.  
Ss : (student write) 
 
         
69 T : “Have you finished? Can I erase it?” 
Ss : “Yes Sir” 
          
70 T : “Now, I will write some sentences, you must fill 
with to be. Sekarang pak edy akan menulis beberapa 
kalimat, nanti kalian isi dengan to be yang sesuai.” 
(teacher write in whiteboard) 
Ss : (write in book) 
 
         
71 T : “Wes yo, Let’s we do it together. Nanti langsung 
dijawab ya? Oke, number 1. My dress blablabla very 
wet. 
Ss : “Is” 
 
         
72 T : “Baik, my dress to be nya?” 
Ss : “Is” 
          
73 T : “Number 2, read together!” 
Ss : “The cat is cute” 
 
         
74 T : “Good. Cat to be-nya is. Number 3? 
Ss : “Salsa and Mirna are member in English Club” 
          
75 T : “The whiteboard is very clean”  
S : (student clean the whiteboard) 
 
         
76 T : “finished? Tak hapus yo yen uwiis?” 
Ss : “nggih pak”           
77 T : “sak iki tak weh i soal yo, ad 20 soal (teacher write 
in whiteboard). Wes? Disitu kamu nanti ngisi kata 
kerja yang sesuai dengan kalimatnya. Yen during 
ngerti artine open your dictionary! ” 
Ss  : (students do activity) 
          
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No Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech 
Acts 
Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech 
Acts 
Req 
Com For Sug 
D
L 
DNL IL INL 
I D 
M
A 
78 T : “Have you finished?” 
Ss : “beluum”           
79 T : “pokoknya ingat, kalian itu kudu paham konsep sik 
yo, simple present tense mau konsepe opo, wo 
pokoke kata kerja bentuk pertama utowo penggunaan 
to be bentuk is am are. Terus kejadian sik biasa 
terjadi, terus kejadian sik umum, ngunui dieleng-
eleng, soale ki ngko kan ono deskriptif tentang orang 
dan animal atau hewan dan semua berkaitan denga  
rumus simple present tense ini. Paham? Jadi you 
should learn everytime, remember your parents, 
they was work hard. Dadi sinau tenanan cah, 
mesakne ibu bapakmu sik wes kerjakeras nggo 
nyekolahne koe yo? Jadilah anak yang 
membanggakan untuk orang tuamu” 
Ss : “nggih pak” 
          
80 T : “baik sampai sini, Please say hamdallah 
together!” 
Ss : “Alhamdulillahirobbil’Alamin” 
 
         
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Table A3.3 Analysis of Directive Speech Acts used by the Teacher in 
Teaching English 
at the Seventh Grade MTs N Tinawas in Academic Year 2016/2017 
 
Day : Monday, 12 May 2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
Topic : Profession 
 
N
o 
Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech Acts Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech Acts 
Req 
Com 
Fo
r 
Sug DL DNL IL INL 
I D MA 
81 dsea           
82 T : “sudah? Oke, Good morning everybody? 
Ss: “Good morning Sir. 
 
     
 
   
83 T : “How are you today? 
Ss: “I am fine. And you? 
          
84 T : “Im fine too thank you. Before we start our lesson, It is 
better for us to say basmallah together 
Ss: “Bismillahirrohmanirrohim 
          
85 T : “Where is your friend?” 
S : “Bayta…itu pak 
          
86 T : “Okay, oh I look the floor is dirty. First, please sweep 
the floor and pick up the rubbish under table or chair! 
Ss : (students clean the floor) 
 
     
 
   
87 T : “dah? Allright, Alhamdulillah, the class cleaned. Are you 
feeling better than 
      before?” 
Ss: (silent) 
 
     
 
   
88 T : “Are you feel better than before? Pie cah, merasa lebih 
baik dari sebelum dibersihkan opo setelah dibersihkan?” 
Ss : “setelah dibersihkan” 
      
 
   
89 T : “Okay back, in previous meeting we learned about 
simple present tense, right?” 
Ss: “yes” 
      
 
   
90 T : “ya, kemarin kan kita sudah mempelajari tentang simple 
present tense, now we learn about profession, because the 
indicator of profession is simple present tense . nah sekarang 
kita memasuki profession. What is profession?” 
Ss: (silent) 
      
 
   
91 T : “Lagi ndik ingi mosok wes do lali, Don’t afraid to try 
speak or answer (A). Jangan takut untuk mencoba berbicara 
atau menjawab. Tak baleni, what is profession?” (B) 
Ss: “Pekerjaan” 
 
(B
) 
    
 
(A) 
 
   
92 T : “Example of profession, what? Opo wae contohe?” 
Ss: “Guru” 
      
 
   
93 T : “yo hok o ngunu kui. Contohe teacher, doctor, singer, 
dan lain-lain. Sak iki cobo buka LKS e, Open your book 
 
     
 
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N
o 
Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech Acts Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech Acts 
Req 
Com 
Fo
r 
Sug DL DNL IL INL 
I D MA 
page 20. Wes? 
Ss: “(open the book), sudah 
94 T : “Disitu ada material summary point A, sudah? You must 
listen and repeat after me. Kalian nanti dengarkan pak guru 
dulu baru setelahnya kalian yang speak. Tapi dalam konteks 
ini satu nomor saja dulu, nanti kalian mencari arti dulu dari 
isi percakapan sesuai gambar.” 
 
     
 
   
95 T : “Good, what does your father do? Opo artine?” 
Ss: (silent) 
      
 
   
96 T : “Good. Brarti fisherman ki opo? What is fisherman?” 
Ss: “Nelayan” 
      
 
   
97 T : “Good. What is doctor?” 
Ss: “Dokter” 
 
     
 
   
98 T : “Next point c. please, hanifah read aloudly and your 
translate!” 
S : (read text) 
 
     
 
   
99 T : “Ya, what is farmer?” 
Ss: “petani” 
 
     
 
   
10
0 
T : “next point d. Azmi, please read loudly and your 
translate!” 
S : (read text) 
 
     
 
   
10
1 
T : “Okey, what is a housewife?” 
Ss: “seorang ibu rumah tangga” 
 
     
 
   
10
2 
T : “hok’ o. sopo sik buk e nan omah, Ibu mu doan nan umah 
resik resik omah,urung ngurus koe, ngurusi maem, ngurusi 
okeh. Dadi ojo wani mbi ibukmu yo cah? You must love 
and guard her in everytime(A). Right kembali, the last 
point e, Ibnu please read aloudly!(B) 
S : (read text) 
 
 
(
B
) 
   
 
(A) 
    
10
3 
T : “sekarang dibuka latihannya, page 11 task 5. Kalian 
harus membaca deskripsi tentang profesinya dan menjawab 
apa profesinya. Example number 1, this man works in a 
hospital. He cures sick people. Kalau deskripsinya seperti 
ini,kiro kiro profesine ki opo cah? What is his profession?  
Ss : “Dokter” 
 
     
 
   
10
4 
T : “Barti kalian wes paham. Ngko dilanjutne digarap yo, do 
it number 2 until 10 with the translate!” 
Ss: “Yes Sir” 
 
     
 
   
10
5 
T : “Finish it after 15 minutes please! Kalau ada kata-kata 
yang sekiranya sangat susah, kalian tidak tahu, bias bertanya 
ke pak edy” 
 
     
 
   
10
6 
T : “oke, have you finished?” 
Ss: “Finished” 
          
10
7 
T : “Now, kita bahas bersama-sama”. Number 2, Tyas, 
please read and answer number 2 aloudly!” 
 
     
 
   
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N
o 
Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech Acts Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech Acts 
Req 
Com 
Fo
r 
Sug DL DNL IL INL 
I D MA 
S : (student answer) 
10
8 
T : “Good. The answer is a chef”. Next, syifa, could you 
read and answer number 3? 
S : (student answer) 
 
         
10
9 
T : “oke very good. Next, Kanega, please read and answer 
number 4! 
S : (student answer) 
 
         
11
0 
T : “good. Then, Hayu please read and answer number 5! 
S : (student answer) 
 
         
11
1 
T : “ya. Next, Arif, please read and answer number 6!” 
S : (student answer) 
 
     
 
   
11
2 
T : “very good. Next, Ichsan please read and answer 
number 7! 
S : (student answer) 
 
     
 
   
11
3 
T : “good. Then, Lusiana, could you read and anwer 
number 8?” 
S : (student answer) 
 
     
 
   
11
4 
T : “next, number 9. Reza, please read and answer 
number 9!” 
S : (student answer) 
 
     
 
   
11
5 
T : “the last, Lutfia please answer! 
S : (student answer) 
 
     
 
   
11
6 
T : “Dari materi profession mungkin ada yang masih 
bingung, silakan bertanya kalau masih bingung, ini nanti di 
soal UAS ada kayaknya. Any question? 
Ss : “No” 
      
 
   
11
7 
T : “Jadi ini tadi materi tentang profession, what is 
profession?” 
Ss: “profesi atau pekerjaan” 
      
 
   
11
8 
T : “Next meeting we will learn about describing people and 
animal, it will better if you learn it in house first, so 
tomorrow you know about describe people and animals. 
Jadi, alangkah lebih baiknya kalau kalian nanti dirumah 
mempelajari dulu tentang teks prosedur. Dibuka bukunya, 
ada dihalaman berapa saya lupa. Dibuka ya nanti bukunya?” 
Ss: “Ya paak” 
 
     
 
   
11
9 
T : “Baik karena waktu sudah habis, please say Hamdallah 
together” 
Ss: “Alhamdulillahirobbil ‘Alamin” 
 
     
 
   
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Table A3.4 Analysis of Directive Speech Acts used by the Teacher in 
Teaching English 
at the Seventh Grade MTs N Tinawas in Academic Year 2016/2017 
 
Day : Tuesday, 23 May 2017 
Class : 7B (PK) 
Topic : Describe People and Animals 
 
No Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech Acts Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech Acts 
Req 
Com For Sug DL DNL IL INL 
I D MA 
120 T : “how are you today?” 
Ss: “Im fine. And you” 
          
121 T : “Im fine too, Alhamdulillah. Please,  let’s say 
hamdallah together this morning” 
Ss: “Alhamdulillahirobbil ‘Alamin” 
          
122 T : “Hla yo no koe kui kelas 7B ngunu kok. Everything?  
hey, what is everything?” 
Ss: “Semuanya” 
          
123 T : “where ?(sambil menunjuk tempat duduk) you don’t 
know? Syifa at ?” 
S : “keluar” 
          
124 T : “keluar, but Hafizd? Absent?” 
S : “nggih” 
          
125 T : “Anybody know about happen? What happen to 
hafizd?” 
Ss: “I don’t know” 
          
126 T : “Wa’alaikumsalam, ni nanti describe people and 
animals, sit down! (A) (menyuruh siswa yang  terlambat 
untuk duduk). Where are you from? Mbak syifa, where 
are you?(B) 
S : “office” 
 
(
B
) 
  
 
(A) 
      
127 T : “Open your book page 137, activity 2!” 
Ss: (students open book) 
 
         
128 T : “disitu ada this is my backyard. What is backyard? 
backyard?”  
Ss: “Halaman belakang” 
 
         
129 T : “nah, halaman belakang. Please, observe the picture 
and describe it! Kalian silakan amati dulu gambar yang 
ada dan juga apa yang mereka lakukan, ataupun fisik-
fisiknya itu.” 
Ss: (students observe the picture) 
 
         
130 T : “what do you think about the boy?  
S : “the boy use glasses” 
 
         
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No Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech Acts Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech Acts 
Req 
Com For Sug DL DNL IL INL 
I D MA 
131 T : “very good mbak syifa. Anyone please, give your 
opinion! Tolong berikan pendapat kalian.” 
S :”he use yellow clothes” 
 
         
132 T : “good. Nah itu ya. Sekarang what do you think about 
the girl?” 
S : “the girl is beautiful” 
          
133 T : “very good, any other?” 
S : “she has black hair, she has white skin”  
          
134 T : “Next, what do you think about the  grandfather?” 
Ss: “the grandfather is old, he has white hair. Kulitnya 
keriput ” 
          
135 T : “oke you are very good. Now, page 141 activity 6. 
Please observe the  
      pictures,  and read the sentences!” 
Ss: (observe the picture) 
 
         
136 T : “Do you understand the sentences?” 
Ss: “yaa” 
          
137 T : “oke, I have curly hair. What about you? Aku 
mempunyai rambut keriting.  
     What is curly?” 
Ss: “keriting” 
          
138 T : “Alifka, please read the first sentence! Tolong yang 
kalimat pertama sama artinya” 
S : “She’s tall. Her hair is straight. Her skin is smooth. 
Artinya dia tinggi. 
      Rambutnya lurus. Kulitnya lembut.” 
 
         
139 T : “good. Hair ki rambut, straight?” 
Ss: “lurus” 
          
140 T : “straight hair?” 
Ss : “rambut lurus” 
          
141 T : “ya good. What is skin?” 
Ss: “kulit” 
          
142 T : “smooth skin?” 
Ss: “kulit lembut” 
          
143 T : “next, Muh arif please read and translate the second 
sentences!” 
S : “he is thin. He has sharp eyes. He has a pointed nose. 
 
         
144 T : “Thin, what is thin?” 
Ss: “kurus” 
          
145 T : “sharp eyes, what is it?” 
Ss: “mata tajam” 
          
146 T : “pointed nose, what is it?” 
Ss : “hidung mancung.” 
          
147 T : “Hla ngunui, ki dadi PR  yo? Describe your family 
members!” 
 
         
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No Utterances 
Types of Directive Speech Acts Strategy to Utter 
Directive Speech Acts 
Req 
Com For Sug DL DNL IL INL 
I D MA 
Ss: “Iya pak” 
148 T : “selanjutnya describing animals. Untuk animal ini nanti 
beda. Students, please look the pictures! Silakan diamati 
dulu, dilihat ada apa saja, lagi ngopo.” 
Ss: (students observe the pictures) 
 
         
149 T : “Listen and repeat after me! Dengarkan dan ulangi 
setelah saya ya?” 
Ss: “Ya” 
 
         
150 T : “oke good. The dog has fur, the cat has fur, what is the 
meaning? Fur fur? 
Ss: “bulu. Anjing mempunyai bulu, kucing mempunyai 
bulu” 
          
151 T : “bagus. The duck has feathers. The chicken has feathers. 
What is the  
     meaning?” 
Ss: “Bebek mempunyai bulu-bulu. Ayam mempunyai bulu-
bulu.” 
          
152 T : “hahah yo kui isoh, good. Jenis bulune ki bedo. Teros, 
The fish has scales. The snake has scales. What is it?” 
Ss: “ikan mempunyai sisik. Ular mempunyai sisik” 
 
         
153 T : “dah, sekarang listen and repeat after me! What does a 
bird look like?” 
Ss: “what does a bird look like?” 
 
         
154 T : “Oke. What does a bird look like? Apa yang terlihat 
dari burung itu?” 
Ss: “dia punya bulu, paruh dan sayap” 
          
155 T : “ya good. What does a rabbit look like? Apa yang 
terlihat atau Nampak dari kelinci itu?” 
Ss: “Dia punya bulu, dua telinga panjang dan ekor kecil” 
          
156 T : “very good. Pinter-pinter kok pokok e. baik sampai sini 
sudah paham jelas apa bingung? understand? 
Ss: “In Syaa Allah Sir” 
          
157 T : “ini berhubung waktunya mau habis, disitu halaman 
selanjutnya ada activity 15, nanti juga buat PR ya. Please 
write down animals you can find around you and their 
physical appearance, 
 
         
158 T : “Do not play every time! (A) You should learn! (B) 
Soale ki mendekati ujian cah, dolane dikurangi,  yen perlu 
rasah dolanan sik, yo? 
Ss: “nggih pak” 
 
   
 
(A) 
 
(B) 
    
159 T : “great. Please, say hamdallah together” 
Ss: “Alhamdulillah hirobbil’Alamin” 
 
         
 
 
